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Steelers' first round pick means big bucks for Jones
By Brent Risner
Sports editor
Last week Roy Kidd, the
university's football coach, said
he'd bet his paycheck Aaron
Jones would be chosen in the
first round of the National Football League draft.
Whether Kidd would have
made that sacrifice or not will
never be knowa^ because the
Pittsburgh Steelers selected
Jones, a defensive end from
Apopka, Fla., as their initial
choice.

He became the first university football player to be drafted
in the first round since 1973
when the Chicago Bears took
Wally Chambers as the eighth
player.
"I feel real, real great," Jones
said. "I had a feeling I would be
picked in the first round."
Jones, the 18th pick overall in
the draft Sunday at Madison
Square Garden in New York City, was to fly to Pittsburgh on
Wednesday to attend a
minicamp
and
press

conferences.
He will also be there to
negotiate his first professional
contract, something that could
be worth SI million, if past
rookie signings hold true to
form.
Jones said he isn't sure what
he'll do with all his earnings.
"I'm going to find something
to do with it," he said. "Right
now, it's going in the bank."
Five teams, the Steelers,
Cleveland Browns, Houston
Oilers, Los Angeles Raiders and

San Francisco 49ers showed increased interest in his services
in recent weeks.
Everybody wanted him, but
not at the same time.
"Pittsburgh had me ranked as
the best defensive end in the
first round," Jones said. "Some
other teams didn't think of me
that highly."
"The Steelers surprised me,"
Jones added. "Since the L.A.
Raiders traded Sean Jones (to
Houston for the ninth pick), I
thought they might pick me."

New budget includes
4.7 percent pay raise

Special friends

By Mike Mar see
Editor
An $85 million budget that
provides for average salary
increases of 4.7 percent for faculty and staff was approved by
the university's Board of
Regents Saturday.
"This represents a sound plan
for the use of our resources ...
toward fulfilling the goals of the
university." said board chairman Henry D. Stratton. And
with no other discussion among
the regents, the proposed
operating budget was passed
unanimously.
University President Dr. H.
Hanly Funderburk stated
several times his commitment to
raising faculty salaries to make
them comparable to similar
schools in surrounding states.
"We think we made some progress given the resources we
have to work with." he said.
"We certainly wound up better
than we thought we would. We
wanted to at least provide 2 percent."
It was better than that. At
the request of the governor, the
university reallocated funds for

Progress photo/Rob Carr
University football player Sean McGuire, left, lends a helping hand to Justin Hoffman, a participant
in the Area 15 Special Olympics held Saturday at Tom Samuels Track. McGuire and Hoffman,
a student at Daniel Boone Elementary School, were two of about 1,000 participants and
volunteers involved with the games. More photos. Page A-7.

Model funds topic of meeting
By Donna Pace
News editor
The Richmond Independent
School District will discuss
renegotiating a funding arrangement
with
Model
Laboratory School at tonight's
city school board meeting.
The Average Daily Attendance
contract,
which
distributes state funds to Model
for each student attending, has
been the focus of discussion
since last November.
State law permits contracts
between the university, which
owns Model, and the local school
districts, so that Model
students can be included in the
various school districts, thus
allowing ADA money for each
student represented.
The state sends the money
after establishing the number of
students living in city and coun-
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ty school districts who attend
Model.
In November, city residents
suggested money being paid to
Model through a Child Learning
Center contract be used as
compensation for tuition for
Richmond school students wanting to attend Model's summer
program.
On Feb. 15, board members
established seven points of
negotiation to be sent to
representatives of Model
Laboratory School.
According to Karla Black, a

According to many different wing of defensive line coach
sources, Cleveland, who had the "Mean" Joe Greene, the founda22nd pick, would have taken tion of the "Steel Curtain."
Jones if the Steelers hadn't.
Beginning in February, NFL
Earlier in the semester, Jones scouts and head coaches came to
had expressed interest in play- the university to put Jones and
ing for Tampa Bay or for a West other seniors through workouts
Coast team.
consisting of bench presses, ver"I don't mind going to tical jumps, broad jumps and
Pittsburgh," Jones said. the 40-yard dash.
"They've already got a lot up
The coaching staff also had
there, and I'll be more than game replays for them to see.
obliged to go to Pittsburgh."
"We looked at about 10 films,
If he does become Steeler property, Jones will come under the (See PITTSBURGH, Page A-9)

city district board member, the
negotiation
points were
established to better distribute
the Model services to city
students.
The points included:
*» clearly stating the missions
purpose;
• stating student admissions
policy of the lab;
•^ a collaboration in course offerings to be determined by
joint efforts of the Richmond Independent and Model schools;
(See MODEL, Page A-6)

a 2.2 percent increase in salaries.
According to Jim Clark, director of the Division of Planning
and Budget, much of that
money was made available
through reduction of positions
through attrition.
Of the remainder, 2 percent
was funded by state appropria-

tions and .5 percent was funded
through student tuitions. "We
kept our commitment to the
state decision-makers at three
levels," Clark said.
Funderburk said the 4.7 percent increase is an average
(See FACULTY, Page All)

Wilkinson to get
honorary degree
Gray said the Board of
By Amy Caudill
Features editor
Regents usually chooses
The Board of Regents more than one honoree but
voted Saturday to award only gives the award to those
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson an who will be present at
.honorary degree at com- commencemen t.
This semester Wilkinson
mencement exercises on May
8, and reactions to this was the only honoree who
development have been both could be present, and he will
deliver the commencement
positive and negative.'
According to Bonnie Gray, address in addition to receivfaculty regent, presenting an ing his degree.
"It's just a prestigious
honorary degree to the current governor has been a recognition of the actradition at the university for
(See WILKINSON, Page A 10)
several years.

Italian instructor threatened
with no pay, deportation
By Dewayne Johnson
Contributing writer
Although Dr. Lucia Guzzi, an
Italian citizen and a professor in
the foreign language department, was withdrawn from the
university payroll and stands
the risk of being deported, she
has voluntarily continued to
teach her classes.
Guzzi traveled to the United
States on a tourist visa, which
expires today, to visit her
brother, Felice Guzzi, who is
taking classes in English and art
at the university.
Although she said she was not
seeking employment, Guzzi was
hired by the university Feb. 1 to
replace Dr. Maria Scorsone, a Dr. Lucia Guzzi
professor in the foreign
language department, because notice. Scorsone had taken a
she was the only one qualified to temporary leave of absence due
replace Scorcone on such a short to illness.

Guzzi applied for a working
visa from the immigration office
as soon as she accepted the position. She has not yet received
that visa.
The university was informed
by the immigration office to
discontinue Guzzi from the
payroll or face violations of national immigration laws.
Guzzi's paid position will be
reinstated if she acquires the
proper visa before July 1, according to Dr. John Long, dean of
the College of Arts and
Humanities.
"If the immigration office will
give Dr. Guzzi the proper visa
before July 1, then the university will be glad to reimburse her
for her services rendered," Long
said.
(See ITALIAN, Page A-9)

Grill renovations, women's basketball highlight year
By Keith Howard
Since the grill's completion. pursue the idea of a pizza
Managing editor
its profits have increased 50 per- delivery service by the grill.
Five stories dominated The cent, according to Hopkins.
However, when the university
Eastern Progress headlines dur"Based on the sales increase, first proposed the idea of a pizing the 1987-88 academic year. it was an unqualified success," za delivery service, some area
Grill renovations
Hopkins said. He said the grill businesses complained saying
Improvements in the univer- has been meeting the students' that the service would damage
sity Powell Grill aroused resent- needs and provides "a place their business.
ment from local small where they enjoy spending
"This is something that the
businessmen, but the controver- time."
grill crew has not let go of yet,"
sy has since died down.
Hopkins said there are still Hopkins said. He added that a
In April 1987, the university some things he would like to see week doesn't go by that
Board of Regents allocated accomplished at the grill. He someone doesn't ask him about
$190,000 for renovation. Accor- said he would like to hire more delivering pizzas.
ding to Greg Hopkins, director student employees to keep the
He said it has to be approachof food service, the grill is within tables cleared and to give faster
ed carefully "because of the local
$500 of using the entire service.
And Hopkins would like to political business climate."
allocation.

Elevator woes
On a late October evening,
residents from Commonwealth
Hall organized a group of
students who strutted across
campus with petitions in hand
to ask university President Dr.
H. Hanly Funderburk to fix the
faulty elevator systems in the
residence halls.
But now, according to David
Tedrow, coordinator of housing,
after many hours of repairs, the
elevators are in good working
condition.
"There has been improvements in all our residence

hall elevators. The old equipment has been updated in Keene
and Commonwealth halls and is
continuing to be updated
throughout
the
campus
residence halls," Tedrow said.
According to George Dean,
residence hall director of Commonwealth, "We haven't had
any problems. Everything is going pretty good."
Dean said the students' protested out of frustration.
"Whether it was justified or
not," successful improvements
were made, he said.
(See FAULTY. Page A-6)
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Honorary degree
choice questioned
Just a few short weeks ago,
But given the current ciruniversity President Dr. H. cumstances, it seems rather
Hanly Funderburk and other strange that the university
university officials were mar- would honor the governor
ching up Frankfort's Capitol whose budget proposals could
Avenue, joining students, have placed the university in
faculty and administrators a serious financial bind. This
from the university and other takes the practice of turning
schools in the state to protest the other cheek to a rather exthe state budget as proposed treme degree.
by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.
Aside from the budget
The budget, the protestors brouhaha, Wilkinson has
said, was unfair to higher done nothing to anger the
education and would serious- university, and he continues
ly hinder efforts by the to present himself as a strong
schools to educate Ken- advocate of education. But
tucky's students.
should he really be the reciIt is now so obviously pient of one of the highest
ironic that Funderburk and honors a school can bestow?
the university will present
The presentation of this
Wilkinson with the only
degree
can be construed as
honorary degree to be issued
something
of a farce in light
at the university's 81st
of
his
battles
with the hierarSpring Commencement on
chy
of
higher
education, and
May 8.
he
will
almost
certainly be
It is apparently a custom of
the university to offer an met with at least some boos
honorary degree to the gover- at the commencement.
nor. And on the surface, it
And while the honor could
would certainly seem the also be construed as
governor of the state would something of a peace offering,
be as deserving as anyone of it may still be too soon after
an honorary degree from a the battle to expect old
state university.
wounds to heal.

Students exhibit
patience, kindness
In an era when the university is so often troubled with
conflict and unrest, it is
refreshing and even inspirational to see hundreds of
students give up their Saturday to bring smiles to the
faces of some special people.
The university hosted the
Area 15 Special Olympics
Saturday at the Tom Samuels
Track, and the determination
and teamwork present at
every event rivaled that
which made Calgary's games
fascinate us in February.
Though the children and
their contagious excitement
were poignant, the compassion and hard work by
students made the event particularly moving.
A large number of student
groups were represented, including athletic and Greek
organizations, which are
sometimes thought of as
shallow and unconcerned
with others.
From dancing with the

children to building human
pyramids to hugging the winners and consoling the losers,
these student groups showed
that they can be not only
deep, but kind as well.
Most students spent the
entire day at the games and
suffered
from
empty
stomachs and sunburned
noses. Some even picked one
child to spend the day with.
These students received no
pay for their services, and
many probably received no
thanks. But they volunteered
anyway, as they have before
and will again.
Everyone touched by this
event is fortunate. The
children and the students
know the joy of a warm
human encounter, while we at
the university know the
pleasure of being inspired and
enlightened
by
this
encounter.
The university could use
more positive experiences like
this one.
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Parents praised In last letter to home
Dear Mom and Dad,
Thank you.
Without your help. I could not
be where I am today - on the
threshold of a college graduation and one step closer to being
a bona fide, card-carrying adult.
Yet I wonder whether I am
ready to become the grownup
everyone expects me to be. Part
of me is ready to give it a shot,
but another part of me would
like to return to more carefree
days, such as high school.
Four years ago, I could not
comprehend the time when I
would receive a degree and be
headed out to find a full-time
job. I always knew it would happen, but I could never visualize
it. And I really didn't worry
about it.
But a graduation day such as
the one coming up was always in
the back of my mind, just as I'm
sure it was in the back of yours.
And no matter what I pursued,
I was always sure that you
would be behind me all the way.
I can't say I didn't appreciate
the financial support, but far
more important than that was
the knowledge that you really

To the editor:
A little compassion
I am writing in response to
Jon Griggs' article "Masquerade lacks sizzle, new plot"
(April 14). I have but one question for Mr. Griggs: did you
sleep through this movie?
I found "Masquerade" to be
an excellent film. Anyone that
knows me can clarify that I ami
an avid film viewer. This was'
one of the most exciting and
best new films I have seen.
Where the actress, Meg Tilly,
is concerned, I have never really enjoyed her performances.
However, this part was exceptional and she played it well.
Rob Lowe, well, what can you
say for him? He also played his
part well. Nothing could have
been accomplished without the
talent of these two young stars.
I'm not indicating any faults
in the script, either. I found it to
be unique and refreshing to find
a film that doesn't involve a one
man army or aliens from outer
space.
I'm sure that Mr. Griggs has
his own opinion about this film,
but the review he gave seemed
to down-grade what other people would consider to be a hit.
Give credit where credit is due.
I believe that any person, including Mr. Griggs, that doesn't

Wild moose
chase

Mike Marsee

cared about everything I achieved and all my plans and dreams
for the future.
I can remember your excitement when I told you that I had
begun writing sports stories for
the school newspaper, and as I
progressed through the ranks to
become editor, your pride showed through that much more.
Writing awards that I saw as
relatively insignificant always
became much more important
when I passed the news to you.
And even now, aa I struggle
to find a job in my chosen career
held, you follow the progress of
every phone call, every letter,
every interview with unrelenting interest.
Having grown accustomed to

feel compassion for the
characters when they see it need
to take a class such as Compassion 101.
Debbie McKinney
Clay Hall

Satisfying show
What a surprise I had on
Saturday night! After reading
the April 14 review in the Progress, I went to see "Crimes of
the Heart" with a heavy heart,
expecting a dismal evening.
In fact, I was amazed at the
solid acting from every member
of the cast and at some of the
best ensemble work (each
member contributing to the
coherence of the whole) that I've
seen in twenty-one years of attending EKU productions.
I found the accents authentic
and unobtrusive; the lines,
gestures, and timing were admirably polished; the set was
outstanding in its realism and
mood. To me, Saturday's production was thoroughly convincing and theatrically satisfying.
Of course, each individual
may react differently to the
same entertainment experience.
But the excitement and risk of
live theatre is that each performance is unique. I thought
Saturday's
performance
outstanding. Hearty con-

parents who show so much concern, I could not imagine living
any other way. There are never
too many collect calls, never too
many grocery raids at home.
It has certainly been an eventful four years here. I have been
exposed to and dealt with a
great many things you probably
would have liked me to steer
clear of. But like the classes and
the homework assignments,
these are the things that teach,
and we all know it isn't good to
miss class.
And speaking of classes,
things aren't nearly as bad in
college classes as those who
have gone on before would like
you to believe.
No, most of the hard work has
taken place in this small little
room banging away at a
keyboard and trying to make little stories fit big spaces and
throwing office supplies.
I do not, however, regret
spending three years of my collegiate life here, although there
have been many times I could
think of better things to do.
In addition to invaluable experience (and a fair amount of

free travel), my work here has
provided me with an array of
people I now consider to be
among my best friends.
These are people whose paths
I would probably never cross
were it not for the common interest we share. It is this
newspaper that brings us
together and makes us the team
we are.
And through the lanming and
the teaching, the screaming and
the private conversations and
some incredible teamwork, we
were able to put a pretty decent
paper on the streets every week
But now it's over, and I must
look to other things. Neither you
nor I know what those things
are. But no matter where I go,
I know you will be backing me
all the way and beaming with
pride at whatever success I
might attain. And I'm grateful
for that.
And when you take your seats
at Hanger Field on May 8 and
try to spot me in that sea of
black hats, remember one thing
- you have only yourselves to
thank.
Mike

gratulations to the director and on campus.
each member of the cast and
crew for a difficult job extremeJay G. Riggs
ly well done!
Department of Psychology
The audience, while small, was
appreciative and would have
welcomed a second curtain call No real representation
to show its approval.
As always, there was much
talk of apathy surrounding the
John M. Long election for the president and
Dean, College of Arts vice president of the Student
and Humanities Association. Rather than
another attempt to bash
students for apathy, the
Willing to work
Association of Returning
On Friday, April 15, my wife Students, which boycotted the
and I attended the academic election, would like to state why
awards banquet of the we feel that none of the parties
Psychology department to adequately represented the
recognize academic and research returning student.
First, though, we would like to
achievement by our students.
Saturday morning we went to explain that the lack of parthe volleyball tournament and ticipation by older students in
watched
some excellent campus activities is frequently
not because of apathy but
competition.
Saturday afternoon we at- necessity. We don't begrudge
tended the football scrimmage the younger students their
and watched the team prepare recreation, we've just moved
themselves for next fall's beyond that point by necessity.
schedule. Saturday evening we The spouse needs us, the kids
attended an outstanding perfor- need us, the bills must be paid,
mance by the show choir. Sun- the house must be kept, and we
day afternoon we watched the must graduate to have any shot
baseball team thump Morehead. at a decent career.
Neither is it that we disagree
Anyone who says EKU
students aren't willing to work with many of the policies endorsed by the parties which ran
hard to achieve their goals,
needs to spend a little more time
(See LETTERS, A-4)
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People poll

What is the first thing you are going to do after
your last final?
By Mary Haydon

Dennis Ramsey, sophomore, industrial arts
education,
Cincinnati:
"Go see my niece and
nephews."
Ramsey

ffiffiffl

Eric Preston, junior, accounting,
Louisville:
"Go see my girlfriend, Kim."
Benge

Lori Russell, freshman, elementary education, Springfield:
"Begin partying at Booties
Farm until the Derby is over."

CROWE'S FEATS

Jill Benge, senior, occupational
therapy, Bellevue:
"Go to Louisville to watch Vivian in the Kentucky Derby
Parade."

Sophia Cosby, sophomore,
elementary
education,
Louisville:
"Have a good, stiff drink."

Cosby

A-3

Preston

Rick Lange, sophomore, industrial
education
and
technology, Newark, Ohio:
"Go lift"

0

Richard Johnson, senior, computer information systems,
Madisonville:
"Party."

Vivian
Reed,
freshman,
undeclared, Louisville:
"Hibernate."
RUSMII

Lange

Johnson

Senior says so long to college lifestyle
The very last "My Turn," and
for me, it really is my last turn
here at the university.
Being a senior (ready to
graduate May 8) has a lot of advantages, and then again it also
has a lot of disadvantages.
For one thing, I probably
know where just about every
building on campus is located,
except for- the elusive Ault and
Presnell buildings, and I'm not
too sure that anyone else could
find them either.
Unlike green freshmen, I
know many professors and
faculty members, which is a
handy tool to know when planning schedules for the next
semester.
Also, being an all-knowing
senior, I know that there is no
way in Hades that I'd ever take
an 8 a.m. class again.
I also know which university
events are going to be winners
and which ones won't be such
hot items.
For instance, seeing The
Georgia Satellites or The
Fabulous Thunderbirds is my
cup of tea, but going to Dr.
Pollywog's lecture on the
history of frog development is

My turn

Jamie Baker

not my idea of a good time.
Now there are those students
who do enjoy those types of
cultural experiences and I commend them, but for me, I find it
difficult to sit still that long.
Another must for everyone is
the Homecoming parade and the
Homecoming game itself. I will
admit I'm not an avid football
fan, but I always like to go see
who I haven't seen in a while
and to catch up on all campus
gossip.
Another senior advantage is
knowing all of the best party
spots on campus and off
campus.
I'll never forget my many,
many midnight runs to the cave
with the "Cave Crew" or those
road trips to Lexington to eat at

White Castles (not to mention a
few of those other party cruises.)
The next time you need a
place to go goof off, grab a
senior and ask him about the
Clays
Ferry
overlook,
Boonesboro Beach or the
backroads to Berea.
I've spent all four of my collegiate years here living in a
residence hall and all four of
those as a member of Alpha
Gamma Delta.
Because of these two factors
together, I have made some
wonderful friends and shared
some of the best times of my life
with some very special people.
For example, when my roommate, Mel, and I decided to
come away and live together at
college, many people back home
said it would never work.
To quote a teacher of ours in
high school, "You two are exact
opposites. I give it a week, and
you'll pull each other's hair
out."
Well guess what? There are no
two people who get along like
Mel and me.
Because we are opposites, we
survived, and next fall when I
don't come back to the univer-

sity dragging all of my belongings. I'll miss the best friend I
ever had. But the good thing
about a friendship like that is it
won't end with graduation.
I feel that way about another
friend of mine that I met
through my sorority. Lana and
I have been through thick and
thin and everything imaginable
in between.
There was also a special person I met who helped me
achieve one of my secret dreams
- a trip to Hong Kong.
Thanks, Bre for allowing me
to go with you and for sharing
a lifetime of memories.
There are a lot of other people,
like my first sorority little sister,
Colleen, and those who followed
her who have made "growing
old" fun.
There's only one other person
I'll mention, and she's in a class
all by herself. Conrad, I m really going to miss singing backup
as a Radette, but long live Rho
Alpha Delta.
To all of the people who work
so hard on the paper and all of
the ones I haven't mentioned,
I d like to say so long and thank
you all for being so special.

9&
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Some classes a waste of students' time
By Steve McClain
How many students on this
campus have felt like the class
they were sitting in was a waste
of time?
There have been several times
when I have been sitting in a
class and wondered to myself,
"What good is this class going
to do me when I graduate?"
"Is it going to help me with
my career or my job?" Many of
those times, I answer, "I don't
think it will."
Yet every student has to suffer through these classes,
whether they are related to the
student's major, because the
university requires these classes
to graduate.
One such class is freshman
orientation. When I first went to
this class, I thought it would be
helpful with my major by explaining what careers are
available after graduation, what

E

pinion

classes have to be taken, when
they have to be taken and what
a person graduating with a
degree in political science can do
with his degree.
Instead, I was informed about
such things as "What is a
university?" and "Why am I
here?"
Very little was said about
what I really wanted to know.
The things I learned about a
university and why I came here
will do little for my career after
graduation.
There are two classes that
every student has to take if he
wants to graduate: PHE 180
and PHE 181. It is true that a
wide range of activities can be
chosen to meet these requirements. A student can take

golf, bowling, volleyball, softball, bait casting, hiking or fencing to name a few.
However, what purpose do
these classes serve for students
after they graduate?
Of course, future doctors or
lawyers can get a head start on
their golf game for those
Wednesday afternoons at the
local country club. But most
students really cannot use these
skills for their career.
It is also unfair to require
students to take these two
classes when they do not want
to. They are being forced to
spend a miserable two hours a
week for the entire semester doing something they really
should not be required to do.
Wasted classes are not
restricted to general education
requirements.
There is one class in the
political science department

that is required for graduation
- the dreaded POL 557, POL
558 and POL 559 politicalthought classes.
These classes are divided into
three areas: classical, medieval
and modern. Only one of these
classes is required, but many
who have survived the semester
ordeal have wondered what purpose this class will serve after
graduation.
The class could not be used in
a practical manner on the job,
because it did not teach any
practical skills. It was just a
reading class.
For those of you who are
reading this and feel like you
have not taken a class that has
wasted your time, don't worry.
Chances are good that you will
before you graduate.
McClain is a junior political
science major and a Progress
staff writer.

10% off
w/ad
Discount Prices

" 15 yrs of Experience"
lO * 14k Gold. SUrer, Diamond!
and Antiques
Precious moments Figurines.
Vcrmlel Jewelry
Cutipm fiejjgiisi;
Albert Mooney

624-2939

Galda Richards A
Alberta I lids
447 IK ran Ars.
Mcnmoftd. KT
Across from State Bank

COUPON SPECIALS
10 am • 3 p.m.
SW1MSUITS- Men« or Woment
(EXTRA 1/3 OFF ANY SUtTl)
3 p.m. • 9 p.m.
Belts - Mens or Womens
50% OFF all Styles
Wolff Tanning
3 Visits for $5.00 or
10 Visits for $15.00
Limit On* • Expires 5/8/88

•-

UDIO

The College Shop"
Eastern By-Pass 624-2727

SCASHS
We BUY or LOAN Money on
Gold, Diamonds, TV's, Guns,
Electric Typewriters, VCRs,
Guitars, Class Rings, Etc.,
JOHNSONS DIAMOND EXCHANGE, 630 Big Hill Ave , Richmond, Ky., 623-4535.
GOLF CLUB FOR SALE: Men's
Driver, Yamaha bioflex; the latest
"ceramic whisker and carbon
composite" X-300. List price
$150.00; sale price $75.00. Call
Karl Warming, 986-8139.
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY! Now
hiring career-minded sales
representatives Requires good
transportation and references.
Need several outgoing individuals
to join our team selling cable
television. Call Doug for appointment
1-800-262-2013
or
624-9666. EOE.
LOST KEYS found in Student
Health Services, call 622-1761.

PART-TIME Marketing opportunity! EARN MONEY and Gain Experience marketing FORTUNE
500 Companies' products ON
CAMPUS! Flexible Hours!
Autumn Start. Call AMBA at:
1-800-843-2786.
«
PART-TIME [10-20 hrs] One Position, Apply at Studio 27.

PRECNANT7

WORRIED!

Help la futi a prams call away
CALL NOW

EXCELLENT CASH MONEY!
Assemble Products at Home.
Jewelry, Toys, Electronics, More!
Full-time & Part-time Available.
1-518-459-3534 Ext. B4081C 24
hrs.
FOR RENT: Luxurious New
Apartments for Rent [Available
end of May] 624-2727.
Wilderness challenge program for
emotionally disturbed youths who
need mature and dedicated
counselors. June 8 - July 28. $550
- $600. Life Adventure Camp
1122 Oak Hill Drive, Lexington,
KY 40505. 606-252-4733.

Can/Usnttal

Emotional Support and
rToctlcol H«|p
_
*i Kentucky Call ToU-Pr—
I-SM-S'U-MM
U Hourta Day

OPPORTUNITIES FOR LIFE. IMC.
Wt CARS aoout YOU

Try the Progress
Classifieds

622-1872

5.00
Lloyd's
Personal Radio
AM/FM, lightweight headphones
#N739 Reg 14.99

SUPER X DRUGS
255 EAST MAIN STREET
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Returning student suggests tips for after graduation
Congratulations to the class
of 1988.
You have accomplished a goal
at the university few people
have attempted and are now
prepared to face the future. Or
are you?
In the last few weeks. I am
sure there has been more
thought given to passing final
exams and plans for a graduation party. But have you had
time to think about the day
after graduation?
As a graduation present, let
me offer some tips about the
future. Specifically, your plans
for entering the work-a-day
world to find employment in a
%hosen profession.
When I left school in 1977. I
walked into the business world
about as blind to reality as the
well-known bat. I had worked
several jobs in high school and
college, but I am talking about
that first real job.
The one that will provide you
with the money on which you
will live
So 1 offer these tips
in order to cope with what may
or may not be frustration in
those first years on your own.
Understand the definition of
the word "flexible."
This is a key work word. Some
employers define it as Webster
does, the ability to adapt to a
new situation. Other employers

Unfinished
business

Tony Hyatt

believe it means work people to
death.
When you go for that first job
interview, be advised when a
potential boss says, "We like
our people to be flexible."
You will know the true meaning of the word when one of two
things happens. Either the boss
comes in and thanks you for
handling an emergency. Or you
begin to realize you are doing
someone else's work, and suddenly, you are expected to do
yours and theirs.
Only believe half of what you
hear from the office rumor milL
I think it is wise to warn you (Continued from Page One)
about the rumor mill. Almost
every office in America has one. in the election. We were one of
What is interesting about the the organizations that expressrumor mill is that it generates ed our approval when the senate
colorful information about the originally proposed lunchtime
people you work with every day. office hours. Legal assistance,
The rumor mill also will improved campus maintenance,
generate the same colorful infor- better lighting, and keeping the
mation about you.
older student dorms for a
quieter atmosphere are all admirable undertakings.

individual.
Point No. 2: I must object to
the letter's use of the term
"drunk votes." This accuses all
800 students who voted yes on
the issue of being winos and
alcoholics.
In fact, the entire letter gave
the distinct impression that
anyone who drinks is an
alcoholic - or drinks only for the
soul purpose of getting blitzed.
This is very unfair to
individuals who claim responsibility for their own actions and
care about their friends enough
to designate a driver when they
go on the road, or limit their intake at parties and other social
functions.
In my opinion, stupidity is a
far more serious problem than
any other at this university.
Why not do something about it,
OK?
Marsh is a senior art major
and a member of the Progress
staff

thrifty Dutchman
motels

Ron Wolfe
Co-Chair, Organizing Committee

ATTENTION: FALL '88 STUDENTS

WE NEED YOU!
University Book & Supply
COMPLETE / RETURN TO UBS NOW!
CLERK / CASHIERS / DEPT. MANAGERS
PERSONAL EDATA
SOCIAL SECURITY NO.

TELEPHONE NUMBER

HOW LONG AT ABOVE ADDRESS?

Campus Address

HOW LONG?
._ DATE YOU CAN START

POSITION APPLIED FOR _
Salary Expected

. Hr

Year

Month How Did You Hear of Opening?

D Full Time D Par? Time - If Part Time: Hours You Can Work - Mon-Fn

Sat/Sun

HAVE YOU WORKED WITH US BEFORE? Q NO D YES - If Yes. Explain Listing Previous
Job/Title/Location and Length of Service

UJRTERBEDS

6 2 5 ~* 8 8 1 5230 "STERN BVPflSS

F

Still, we didn't support any of
the parties because we believed
time would be taken from these
projects and spent on items that
had limited chance of success.
How many times must we
watch time being wasted on
ideas the university has or will
say no to.
Some of the efforts just seem
mis-directed. For example, much
discussion has been made about
establishing fraternity row, and
the liability question that has
held it up. Yet a project just as

understanding. It was a situation that should not have happened, and those affected refused to let the problem interfere
with the spirit of the day.
More than 1000 athletes and
volunteers shared a very special
time together. A special thanks
to Teresa Mclver, Beth Ann
Mauney
and
John
Stonebreaker, the student
volunteer coordinators, to Mark
Isham and Barry Brake who
handled
the - Opening
Ceremonies, to Laura Hayes
and her committee for their
work with publicity, to all those
in the Public Relations 375 clsss
who made the event their
semester project and to Hunter
Bates, the new Student Association president who served as our
Master of Ceremonies.
It was certainly a special day
in every respect.

Home Address

SRTELLITETU

!■■■■■■■■■■
UAJ

important - perhaps more im- Student Senate as serious
portant - which is also being representatives of their
held up primarily because of concerns.
liability, campus day care, was
Sonya M. Goff
barely mentioned.
President,
Association
Finally, with the exception of
of Returning Students
Jim Acquaviva and Mickey
Lacy two years ago, (Brockton
This letter was signed by
has only itself to blame for not three
other members.
electing these two strong advocates) where is the research,
statements of assurance from
the administration, plans, Special assistance
figures, and examples from
On behalf of the Organizing
other schools? These were in Committee of the Area 15
small supply, or not there at all. Special Olympics, I would like to
No. most of what all the thank all the EKU students who
students received were just worked at our games last Saturmore platforms and promises.
day. Those of us who observed
Until another practical party the activities came away with a
runs, (one which understands renewed appreciation for camwhat's feasible and what isn't), pus groups and their willingness
or candidates show they've done to care.
as much homework as camWe want to apologize to those
paigning, many returning who did not get their lunch at
students will consider neither the scheduled time, and thank
the Student Association or the each of you for being so

NAME

ONE OF RICHMOND'S
BEST MOTEL UflLUES
§(?[££ 00011 STTOENTir DBOOTTES
TANNING BEDS

returning to college has been
another one of those learning experiences in life.
Many times, we do not get a
chance to go back and correct
mistakes. In my case, finishing
my college education has been
one of the major things I have
left undone for the last 10 years.
My observations have shown
me that the student of 1988
does not differ all that much
from college student of 1977.
Some trends have changed, but
all in all, students still view college as one of the best times of
their life.
I will join this class in
December, and at that time, my
business will be finished. Good
luck to you, and in the immortal words of Mr. Spock, "Live
long and prosper."

In other words

All drinkers aren't
problem alcoholics
By Thorn Marsh
When I picked up the paper
April 21 and read a letter to the
editor concerning the so-called
"Alcohol problem," I was greatly disappointed -- but not
necessarily surprised - at the
narrow mindedness of certain individuals who submit meaningless and mentally limited
views for publication.
If it were I, I would be embarrassed. Obviously, you may
gather from my attitude that I
did not agree with whatever
value the letter supposedly held.
Point No. 1: As expressed in
the editorial cartoon from the
April 7 edition, the alcohol issue
- passed or not - carries no
weight whatsoever,
and
therefore, will make no
difference.
Alcohol gets on campus no
matter what kind of policy the
university tries to administer.
Alcohol intake cannot be controlled by rules and regulations.
It can only be controlled by the

takes all kinds to make a world.
don't have.
In my first job after college, I She was right. As you make it
was amazed that I had money out into the world of business,
coming in every week in the and life for that matter,
form of a paycheck. That amaze- understand that friends and coworkers are faced with different
ment led to some problems.
I was terrible at handling a problems than you. They need
checking account or savings ac- advice or a shoulder to cry on
count. I was also unaware that from time to time. They do not
when some places establish need to be ignored.
These are just some tips to
credit for you, you in turn are
expected to be prompt in paying help you, the class of 1988. in
future endeavors. Many more
back what you owe.
If you don't, it will set a will be offered in the future by
course of financial ruin that will the people you will come in contake years to correct. Believe tact with for the first time.
I can only offer this: It is a big
me, if I had to do it over again,
I never would have parted so world out there, and there are
easily with my money in those many new adventures on the
horizon. Enjoy your life, have
early years.
Understand that people are good health and many friends.
As for me, this is my last coldifferent from you.
My mother used to say it umn for the Progress. For me.

The rumor mill usually tells
about this person's personal
problem or so-in-so's salary. It
is a storehouse of information,
which unfortunately can get you
in trouble if you choose to participate with others who keep it
alive.
Be able to spot opportunity
when it comes knocking.
There are many people in this
world who go to work under the
impression that they are only
there to do their job. These are
the same people you will find doing the same job 10, 15 and even
20 years later. Let me encourage
anyone, to try new opportunities and challenges. It is
what makes life interesting and
enjoyable.
Watch yourself when it comes
to spending the money you
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Alumni Day to be held
before commencement

Photo by Jody Warner

Brushing up
Frank Young, a junior from Georgetown, paused in the hallway to brush his teeth in the morning
light on the fourth floor of Martin Hall recently as he prepared to go to class.

Police beat
The following reports were filed with the university's Division
of Public Safety:
April 18:
Greg Million. Duprw Mall, reporU"d
that someone had broken the right
twilight on his vehicle v, liile it was parked in Commonwealth lx>t
Criaty Cornelius. Telford Hall,
reported that someone had broken out
both rear taillights and both outside rearview mirrors on her vehicle while it was
parked in Telford Ixit.
April 1(1
Greg Lemons, Brewer Building.
reported that a vehicle belonging to

Craig Hamilton, Dupree Hall, had been
vandalized while it waa parked in Alumni
Coliseum I-ot. Both front tires and
wheels were missing.
Greg Lemons, Brewer Building,
reported that a vehicle belonging to
William Tucker, Richmond, had been
vandalized while it was parked on
University Drive. The back windshield
had been shattered and the stereo
speakers stolen.
Ginger MrCullum, Case Hall, reported
that a vehicle belonging to Tina McHale.
Case Hall, had been vandalized while it
was parked on University Drive. The
windshield was cracked and the hood
dented.
Una Manuel, McCreary Hall, reported
that her vehicle had been vandalized

while it waa parked in Lancaster Lot.
Kim Earlea, Bumam Hall, reported the
theft of nine cassette tapes and one bottle of Armor All from her vehicle while
it was parked in Lancaster Lot.
April 20:
Greg Lemons. Brewer Building,
reported that the vehicle of Melissa
Kessler, Combs Hall had been vandalized while it was parked in Lancaster Lot.
The sunroof had been broken into, the
driver's door scratched and two cassette
tapes stolen.
Alice Million, Dupree Hall night supervisor, reported the fire alarm sounding
The Richmond Fire Department found
no smoke or fire.

By Gina C. Runyon
Staff writer
For the first time in 12 years,
the university's annual Alumni
Day celebration will be held
before spring commencement.
Alumni Day '88 is slated for
Saturday with commencement
exercises being held on May 8.
Larry Bailey, director of alumni affairs, said the date was
changed, because it was too
much of a hassle trying to have
both celebrations on the same
day.
The idea was to "get it away
from that more active day when
there are fewer conflicts,"
Bailey said.
According to Bailey, the alumni celebration has been in conjunction
with
spring
commencement since former
president J.C. Powell began his
term in 1976.
The celebration will include
several activities and will focus
exclusively on the classes of
1918. 1928, 1938, 1948, 1958,
1967, 1968, 1977 and 1978.
Bailey said the classes of '67
and '77 are being included in the
'88 alumni celebration, because
they were overlooked on their
anniversaries.
The commemoration will consist of several activities
including a former alumnipresident's breakfast, video
presentations of the university's
football and basketball games,
campus tours, class luncheons,
a tour of the Watts estate and
the annual alumni reception and
banquet.
Three hundred graduates are
expected to participate in the
festivities, during which 12
university graduates will be inducted into the Hall of
Distingished Alumni.
The Alumni Executive Council and the alumni staff will also
recognize one outstanding
alumnus.
Three of the Hall of
Distinguished Alumni inductees
are Richmond residents.
Joe Gilly graduated from the
university in 1937 with a
bachelor's degree in history and
geography.
Gilly, who is now retired, was
a long-time educator and coach
in Harlan and Surrattsville. Md.
In 1985. Harlan High School
honored his 23 years of service
by naming a football field after
him. Gilly is also a member of
the Optimists Club.
Russell Roberts graduated
from the university in 1950 with
a bachelor's degree in social
studies and commerce and in
1956 with a master's degree in
educational administration.
After graduation, he taught
school and coached basketball
at Powell County High School
and now serves as superintendent of the Madison County
school system.
"It's a pleasant surprise,"
Roberts said. "I've always had
a good association with Eastern.

"It was very gratifying to find
out hat they had selected me for
that honor."
Frank Shoop of Lexington,
the third local inductee, is the
gresident of Frank Shoop
hevrslet-Buick
PontiacOldsmobile Inc.
Shoop, an accounting major,
was a member of the class of
1968.
He
was
assistant
secretary/treasurer and controller of Begley Drug Co. in
Richmond and president of
Burford-Shoop Chevrolet Inc.
In 1985. he sold his share in
Burford-Shoop Chevrolet and
formed his own company, of
which he is currently president.
Shoop is also a member of

community
several
organizations.
Honored by the recognition
that the university is giving
him, Shoop said the university
has played a major part in his
success as a businessman.
"It was the foundation at
Eastern that started everything
into action for me," he said.
"Without the accounting
degree, 1 don't know where I'd
be."
The other alumni who are to
be inducted into the Hall of
Distinguished Alumni are Paul
Collins, Guy Dairies. Horace
Harper, G. Douglas Johnston.
Roger Noe, Fred Rice, Barbara
Ricke, Thomas D. Schulte and
Tom Swartz.

1988 YEARBOOK
EKU's 1988 yearbook. MILESTONE,
will arrive Monday. May 2.
Distribution will begin at 11 am
from the Alumni Col. Auxiliary Gym.
and continue thru May 4. from
10 am to 4 pm.

WANT MORE
THAN A
DESK JOB?
Looking for an exciting and
challenging career
where each day is different9
Many Air Force people
have such a career as Pilots
and Navigators. Maybe you
can join them. Find out
if you qualify. Contact your
Air Force recruiter today.
Call

MSGT DENNIS
UNDERWOOD
502-568-6386 COLLECT
HIRi

Bazooka Bass Tubes
Speakers that blast the
competition away

i: wool, i
■

.

10% off
all CD players
in stock
Rudio Center
#9 Southern Hills Plaza 624-2415

DON'T HAUL EVERYTHING
BACK AND FORTH

MINI-STOR-IT
T

FOR THE SUMMER
249 N. Keeneland
Lexington Road at 1-75
Richmond, KY 40475

mrn

Phone (606)623-0187

Good Luck
with Finals

BRING IN THIS AD OR YOUR STUDENT ID
FOR A SPECIAL DISCOUNT

9

'tit '

4&P
,-L.

f

with Cheese
Sandwich

$8.00 -GALS
$5.00 - GUYS
Student
ANDERSON HAIR O

is.* "

MATRIX':

Tanning
11 visits
for $25
equired
623-23001

'-*m&
Spaghetti Night
Euery Thursday
5-9 pm

Another great deal from McDonald's' I Juat
present your Gimme A Break Card® at participating McDonald's and you'll get a graat
tasting Quarter Pounder with Cheese Sandwich
for only 99°. Hurry, limited time only!
Not vaMd with any other otter.
* Weight before cooking.
Offer good at McDonald's In Richmond end
Berea, Ky. In Lexington. 357 S. Limestone. 473
E. Main, f 40* flueeeH Cave, 1106 New Circle,
2271 Elkhom Or. and Tetee Creek Centre.

TkEND Is

Wet Cuts

plus tax

Quarter
Pounder®*

THE

Matrix is the trend that makes it simple
to capture the look you love It starts with
Matrix shampoos and conditioners lor hair
that's Ml ol body and tile And blooms
into endless possibilities with Matrix highperformance styling products Stop in lor
your personal Matrix hair care prescription.

Co

Colonels!

9»£

./Wcc ''£,

[McDonalds
I®

only

$1.99

Evening Buffet Sun-Thuis
5-8 pm
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lodel funds issue at meeting
According to a financial summary of the Model contract,
during 1986-87 the city schools
received $22,104.51 in comparison to Model's $140,300.91.
Budget figures for the 1987-8*
school year will not be released
until June, but the proposed
figures allot $161,772 to Model
and $26,402 to the city schools.
Dr. Harold Webb, superintendent of Richmond Independent
Schools, said if the university
fails to agree with certain portions of the proposal, the city
board could "definitely cancel
the whole contract."
However, Dr. Steve Henderson, director of Model, said the
interactions between the two
sides were only in the
preliminary phases.
Henderson said the portion of
the Minimum Foundation provided to Model goes toward
teacher salaries and current
yearly expenses.
Money for capital outlay,
which consists of major equipment purchased for long-term
use. and power equalization,
which attempts to bring the
school districts equalized
funding in comparison to other
state school districts, is given to
the Richmond Independent

(Continued from Page One)
^ accepting students from
the city schools in a tuition-free
summer school developmental
program;
s making the university's
swimming pool available for the
Madison High School physical
education program;
K- legally specifying the
status of Model teachers;
*> and increasing the portion
of state monies given to the city school system for Model
students who live in Richmond.
John F. Lackey, attorney for
a group of city-district parents,
said he was told that six of the
seven-points were agreed upon
by the Model representatives,
but one has been rejected.
Lackey said the last point,
concerning a reallotment of the
Minimum Foundation fund, is
the "sticky" point of the
negotiations.
"The university claimed they
were poverty-stricken and
couldn't let the school system
take any more funds," Lackey
said.
Lackey added the amount currently received by the city was
very small.

Faulty elevators,
nerve gas reviewed
which require permission from
fiscal courts before building an
"I think the petitioning did incinerator..
help with getting the elevators
repaired.
However,
the Women's Basketball
picketing should have been
Another top story of the year
planned more thoroughly," said involved the women's basketball
Mike Hogg, residence hall assis- program, which came under an
tant at Commonwealth.
internal investigation into alleg"All in all it was effective - to
a certain degree," said Hogg, a ed NCAA violations.
Two former players, Rebecca
sophomore, elementary educaChestnut
and Stacie Calhoun
tion major from Jeremiah.
were the focus of an Illinois
Nerve gas issue continues newspaper article in December
During the course of the that accused then-coach George
school year, local opposition to Cox of illegal recruiting and ofbuilding an incinerator to fering plane tickets to players.
The investigation was given
dispose of the 75,000 nerve gas
rockets stored at the Lex- to an independent committee
ington/Bluegrass Army Depot that prepared a report and made
in Madison County gained state recommendations to Funderburk concerning its findings,
support.
Two groups. Concerned which were never released.
Early in March, the in-house
Citizens of Madison County and
the Citizens for Common investigation officially ended
Ground, worked together in and was turned over to the
getting the Army to agree on ex- NCAA for review.
In March, Cox announced his
tending the 1989 deadline for
resignation
and the university
disposal of the nation's
estimated stockpile of 25,000 began a search for another head
coach.
tons of old chemical weapons.
During the 1988 Kentucky
The search ended this month
General Assembly, bills were week with the hiring of expassed which make the acquisi- Tennessee State University
tion of operating permits for in- women's basketball coach Larry
cinerators more difficult and Inman.

District.

According to a university
source, the Richmond Independent District wants to
redistribute the expense money,
from Model to the city district.
Dr. Doug Whitlock, executive
assistant to the university's
president, described the existing distribution of monies as
equitable.
Contracts between the university and the Richmond Independent, Richmond County, and
Berea school systems are renewed every two years.
According to superintendents
of Richmond County and Berea
school systems, there are no recent plans of renegotiating
those contracts.
This split of ADA money is
unique to Madison County
because Model is the only
laboratory school still operating
in Kentucky after the Council of
Higher Education voted to cut
state funding for model schools
in the 1982 school year.

Progress photo/Charlie Bolton

Dr. David Gale, left, dean of the College of Allied Health and Nursing, presents an academic
award to Tony Smith, a senior from Louisville, at Sunday's Honors Day luncheon. Over 400 people
attended the event in the Keen Johnson Building to see students in all colleges receive academic
awards.

COLLEGE GRADS
A NEW 1988 CAR OR TRUCK
CAN BE YOURS!

(Continued from Page One)

The Progress staJJ wishes the 1988
EJCU graduation cCass a successful
and, happy career.

Taking the prize

Taurus MT-5 Sedan

«Wr

[9*1

Announcing the Ford/Mercury

College Graduate Purchase Program
Eligible participants - All graduating College Seniors earning a least a Bachelor
Degree and those graudating with an Advanced Degree are eligible to receive a
$400 Purchase Rebate and Pre-Approved Credit amount when they puchase or
lease an eligible vehicle during the program period.
•Student graduation must occur between October 1,1987 and January 31,1989.

Captain D's,
a great little seafood place.

Pre-^bpfcpved Credit Amounts from Ford Credit will l)e
available for each eligible vehicle in the following amounts.

1059 Berea Rood, Richmond

III YOU
SHRIMP and MORE
CAN EAT
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Two tender fish fillets, natural cut
fi-ench fries and 2 southern style
hushpuppies,
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Captain D's

a great little seafood place.
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Thunderbird/Cougar $15,000

Taurus/Sable
Probe
Mustang
Tempo/Topaz
Escort EXP and GT

$14,500
$12,000
$10,000
$10,000
$ 9,500

Escort
Tracer
Festiva
BroncoII
Aerostar
Ranger

$ 8,500
$ 8,500
$ 7,000
$13,500
$12,000
$ 9,500

For addition College Grad Program Eligibility
■»
and Information
Visit

RICHMOND

CZarcC

LINCOLN • MERCURY

EKU By-Pass & Boggs Lane
Richmond, Kentucky
Open: 8:30 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. Monday - Friday
9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. Saturday

623-3252
1-800-633-5574
Lexington: 254-7816
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University football player Vincent Scott, above,
gives a helping hand to frisbee tossers. Below,
Will Reed of Jessamine County's Brookside
Elementary School felt the rigors of competition
while he waited to receive his ribbon for his effort.
Brian Bradshaw of Jessamine County was cheered to victory in a wheelchair race.

Everyone's
a winner
Photos and Story By Sheri Sparks
Saturday was a day of athletic
competition as well as a day to
learn about people. Many
university students volunteered
their time and abilities to help
make the Area 15 Special Olympics a success.
The Special Olympics were
held on the Tom Samuels Track

FEDO'S

II We DELIVER
EVERYTHING ON OUR MENU

Italian American Cuisine
Corner of First and Water St.

with approximately 1.000
athletes and volunteers participating in the games.
This summer the university
will host the 1988 Kentucky
Special Olympics Summer
Games, marking the first time
the state games have been held
at the university.

H

623-0333

Tuesday:
All you eat spaghetti • $4.00
Wednesday: $1.00 off any large
2 Item pizza with Student ID
(not good on delivery)
Thursday: $2.00 Pitchers all night

THERE
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
mm not the exception. The gold bar _
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you re
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 77H.
Clifton. NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.

I ARMY NURSE 0
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END OF TEE TEAR SPECIAL!
A

MADISON OPTICAL
623-0303, GERILN
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Bring in a friend and get two pair
of glasses for the price of one or
get two pair for yourself!

No Other Coupons Apply

Offer Expires May .12, 1988
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Officers
elected
to RHA

Police academy
resembles real
life, not movie
By Jamie Baker
Assistant news editor
A university is not only a
place of higher education but
also one of practical experience,
and for 3,500 students each
year, practical experience
translates into hands-on
training.
In order for police cadets to
receive this training, the Kentucky Department of Criminal
Justice Training rents the
University Inn from . e university to serve as a dormitory for
police officers in training.

gram, you are required to live at
the University Inn Sunday
through Friday with curfew at
10:30 p.m. nightly, but they are
on their own from 5 until 10:30
p.m.," Moeher said.
Cadets must remain in their
room from 10:30 p.m until 5 the
next morning. Lights are turned out at 11 p.m.
For Tim Dixon, Rick Willoby.
David Robinson and Sharon
Timmons, the typical day starts
at 6 a.m. when they get up and
get ready for formation around
8 a.m.

According to Edwin Miller,
commissioner for the Department of Criminal Justice
Training, the cadets in training
and the ones sent here for in service were formerly housed on
campus but problems arose
when regular students and
cadets were mixed.
"The university was able to
float a bond issue so the Department of Criminal Justice Training entered an agreement with
them in 1980 that we'd lease the
faculty for 10 years," said Allen
Johnson, a training instructor.
The training services offered
by the Department of Criminal
Justice Training involve a 10week course designed to
introduce new police officers to
police work and in-service training for older officers.
According to Walter Mosher,
the training section supervisor,
this training gives cadets a
chance to work with laws,
firearms and police vehicles.
"We probably offer a total of
six to 10, 10-week courses and
150
in-service
classes
statewide," Mosher said.
According to Mosher, there
are certain requirements cadets
in the basic training program
must meet.
"If you are in the basic proThe training facility is the
only one like this in the state, except for a training center at
Bowling Green for sheriff's
departments.

Cadets are required to participate in physical training
three times a week, and that
usually involves running and
exercise.
Dixon is a veteran part-time
police officer with the Cold
Springs Police Department in
Northern Kentucky and Robinson is a police officer with the
Boone County Police Department. Both have just started
the 10-week program.
"Right now we are spending a
lot of time in class learning different methods of restraint and
things we need to know on the

Progress photo/Mary Havrlnn

University Inn is an off-campus dormitory for police officers in training.
streets," Dixon said.
Willoby and Timmons
however, are on their seventh
week of the 10-week program.
Willoby, a police officer with
the Lexington Police Department, said his class had been
working on first aid, handling
firearms and routine patrolling
and traffic stops.
"Traffic stops are basically
-vehicle stops in which you apply
the practical applications. In
other words, they simulate a
situation to see how you would
react," Willoby said.
Timmons, on the other hand is

an arson investigator with the
Louisville Fire Department.
"There's no preferential treatment for women. They expect
the same from you as they do
the men, but it is important for
a woman to feel they are accepted in a predominantly male
field," Timmons said.
"Some men look down on you
but most accept you," she
added.
Dixon, Robinson and Willoby
all agreed that they had no
qualms about working with a
female officer as long as she held
her own weight.
Once Willoby and Timmons

finish their training here they
will be sent back to their respective departments and assigned
an officer to work with.
Dixon and Robinson, when
finished, will return to their
respective departments to be
placed in the field.
Dixon, who was an executive
with the Chrysler Corp. before
becoming a police officer, said,
"You have to love this kind of
work, and you think it is
worthwhile if you can do good
for even one person."
"You just feel great. When I
finish my job. I still feel good,"
Robinson added.

Progress staff report
Karen Abernathy and Pete
Mac Adams have been elected
president and vice president of
Residence Hall Association.
Abernathy is a 21-year-old
junior majoring in psychology
and French, and MacAdams is
a 20-year-old junior majoring in
computer science.
"I'm already winding up
things for this year and starting
on things for next year," Abernathy said.
Abernathy said she is looking
forward to working with the new
officers. "I feel we will have a excellent working relationship
with each other."
"With the excited team we
have and the organizational
skills, RHA will continue to
grow and strengthen," said
Lynn Whayne, coordinator of
residence hall programs.
Jeanette Crockett, dean of
student life, said she is "extremely pleased" with the new
officers.
According to Crockett, Abernathy and Debbie Dawson have
done an excellent job promoting
safety awareness in the
residence halls. "They saw a problem and addressed it well.
Which. I think, they will do with
other jobs as well."
She said she is also pleased
with MacAdam's work.

^Dad was right
Iba get what
youpayfor.^

25% OFF
Your next purchase
at Studio 27.
Take "Your Choice" of any
regular price items!
(extra 20% off sale Items)
You must present
this coupon I
Limit one-Expires 5/ #88

•.

UM0

HTie College Shop"
Eastern By-Pass 624-2727

AUTO

INSURANCE

CANCELLED,
DECLINED,
REFUSED?,

FREE QUOTES!
Davis fir. Associates
Insurance

623-6692
Commercial Drive
next to Video Fantastic

GIRLS
Miss Kentucky USA
Beauty Pageant

More people ch(X)se AT&T
(i\ er any < >ther long distance
service. Iieeau.se with AT&T, it
costs less than you think to get
the service you expect, like
clearer connections, 24-hour
AT&T operator assistance;
instant credit on wrong numbers. And the assurance that we
can put virtually even,' one of
your calls through the first time.
That's the genius of the AT&T
Worldwide Intelligent Network.
So when it's time t< > make
a choice, remember, it p.ivs to
ch(x>seAT&T.
II y< >ud like to know more
atx >ut (>ur pr< KIUCLS t >r services,

like the AT&T Card, call us at
1 800 222-0300.

Of'fical Preliminary Miss USA
to be held July 2, 1988
Lexington, KY
Np Talent Competition!

AT&T

INTERESTED CONTESTANTS
INQUIRE

The right choice.

Miss Kentucky USA
220 Jan Ann Dr
Paducah, KY 42001
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Pittsburgh drafts
Jones, Jackson
(Continued from Page One)
and in all the films, he played
very well on the pass and very
well on the run," Greene said.
"My workouts just enhanced
what they saw on film," Jones
said.
Kidd said Jones was able to
reduce his time in the dash from
4.99 seconds last spring to 4.7
seconds a year later and brought
his weight up into the
250-pound range, which impressed his suitors.
Bone spurs were also found in
Jones' left foot following a successful sophomore season,
which slowed his progress, but
Kidd is confident that Jones will
fit in well at Pittsburgh.
"I'm sure he'll do fine," Kidd
said. "I don't think they're going to draft someone No. 1 and
not play him. They're pretty
sure about those things."
Steelers head coach Chuck
Noll said Jones was every bit as
good as Neil Smith, a defensive
end from the University of
Nebraska chosen by the Kansas
City Chiefs as the second overall
pick in the draft.
"He's been an outstanding
athlete, and I think he'll add to
us on the defensive line," Noll
said. "I think he can play every
down."
Jones is compared to Richard
Dent of the Chicago Bears by
some analysts because of his
ability to rush the quarterback.
In his senior year as a Colonel,
Jones ranked fourth on the team
in tackles and second in tackles
for losses as he got more impressive as the season wore on.
He was named the coDefensive Player of the Year in
the Ohio Valley Conference,

Kodak Division I-AA AilAmerican and a Walter Camp
Foundation Ail-American.
Jones' teammate, Danny
Copeland from Meigs, Ga., was
taken by the Cleveland Browns
in the ninth round on Monday.
Copeland said he anticipated
the Steelers would p' :k him up,
although a Dallas Cowboys
representative was supposed to
have met with him on Monday.
But that representative didn't
show up, according to Copeland,
who was projected to go in a
lower round had it not been for
a hamstring injury, which
prevented him from running the
40-yard dash in workouts.
"If this hamstring holds up,
I'm going to make the football
team," Copeland said. "I hate
even discussing it. It's not in
very good shape right now.1'
Copeland, who said he would
play strong safety in the pros,
had four interceptions from his
cornerback position in his senior
season, but was an even more
prolific kick and punt returner.
"Maybe I'll get a chance to
handle kicks and punts even
though they've got the 'Ice
Cube,'
Gerald
McNeil."
Copeland said. "If I get a chance
at that, I think it'll help me get
on the team."
Offensive lineman John
Jackson from Cincinnati was
selected by the Steelers in the
10th round and tailback James
Crawford has been signed as a
free agent by the Cowboys.
Harold Torrens, Eugene
Banks, and Ricky Williams will
also attempt to get into the
NFL through free agency since
they were not drafted, according
to Kidd.

Italian instructor
faces deportation
(Continued from Page One)
Guzzi is not the only person
worried about her situation.
Many of her students said they
are confused and angered about
the problem facing their teacher.
So worried, in fact, that
several students delivered a selfcomposed petition to university
President Dr. H. Hanly Funderburk and Long, demanding immediate attention and help for
Guzzi.
"Dr. Guzzi is a wonderful
teacher; she is too good to lose,"
said Melissa Bellew, a student of
Guzzi's.
Allen Nelson, another student
of Guzzi's, agrees. "I think that
Dr. Guzzi is thoroughly
dedicated to her students and to
higher education.
"How many other teachers on
campus would teach two weeks
for free just for the sake of the
students?"
According to Guzzi, the immigration office in Louisville
denies receiving her application
for a working visa.
Guzzi and Long have written
several letters to the immigration office with little success.
Guzzi said the latest reply from
the immigration office stated it
would take two to three weeks

to process her re-application.
"I really don't know who to
contact to make the immigration office aware of my
problem," Guzzi said.
Guzzi has been very gracious,
Long said. "Guzzi told me that
she has a commitment to her
students and she enjoys what
she is doing.... She would like
to continue working for the remainder of the semester for the
student's behalf."
"I feel the university has an
ethical obligation to pay Dr.
Guzzi for her services, but we
also have an obligation to obey
the laws of the United States.
When there is a conflict like this,
the university must follow
regulations," he added.
"I really love teaching and being with my students. I could
not leave them at this time,
because the students would lose
credit for the whole semester,"
Guzzi said.
Long asserts he would like to
see Guzzi get her visa and
return to teaching at the
university.
'Her students and her colleagues are very satisfied with
her work in the department. I
hope we can resolve the problem
and issue her a paycheck for her
services rendered," he said.

sub center
W. TMIIIO AND MAIN tTWEtTS

6" ROAST BEEF SUB
with Chips
& a Small Drink

$2.96
6" SUB CLUB
Turkey, Ham, Cheese,
Lettuce, Tomato,
Onions, Mayonnaise
or Mustard
with Chips
& a Small Coke

$2.90
Special for Two People
2 6" HAM SUBS
or
2 6" MIXED SUBS
with 2 Chips
& 2 Small Drinks

$4.95

12" ROAST BEEF SUB
with Chips
& a Free Large Drink

$3.87
12"COLONEL SUB
Ham, Salami, Turkey,
& a Free Large Drink

*

Progress photo/Mike Morris

On the rocks
Rob Paugh, a senior from Bridgeport, W. Va., took a break from
his outdoor study session to relax for a few moments and soak
up some sun in the Ravine Tuesday afternoon. While the sun

is expected to remain with us through the weekend, cooler
temperatures are expected to put a temporary stop to
sunbathing.

Group reviews coeducational living

Tullio Sawyers, a German mato go with or will another
By Keith Howard
Crockett said.
Managing editor
"I don't think that our com- residence hall work better?" she jor from Corbin, is thrilled that
The proposal for floor-by-floor mittee will come up with a plan asked, adding this is not a the proposal passed. However,
coeducational living has passed in the very near future," definite idea, but one that needs Sawyers said he can't underto be checked on.
stand why it's going to take so
through the Council of Student Crockett said.
long to implement.
Affairs and has been placed into Crockett, there
Other things the committee
Sawyers proposed the concept
to a subcommittee to review its areAccording
a lot of things that need to will be reviewing Crockett said, of floor-by-floor coeducational
implementation further.
checked into first.
are bathroom facilities and living to RHA when it was first
"It was moved to endorse the be"Is
Martin Hall what we want university liability.
acted on.
_
proposal, and a committee has
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiMiiiiiiiMiniii
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been set up to establish the
BT-PASS
AT
BOGGS
LANE
guidelines and an implementaEastland
tion process for the proposal,"
LOW PRICES
Dexter
said Karen Abernathy, newly
elected president of Residence
Keds
Mon trru Sat 9-9/Sun 3-5
Hall Association and member of
iiiimniiiHiHiiiu
MiiiMiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiMiiiiiiiiimiiiiim
II
the council reviewing the
proposal.
The resolution proposed to
RHA March 29, requested that
both wings of Martin Hall be
changed to floor-by-floor
coeducational living.
Presently, there are two wings
to Martin Hall and each is
designated for male and female.
The lobby of the hall is
Expires 5-30-88 623-2925
coeducational.
EKU By-Pass
"I see it as a positive step,"
said Lynn Whayne, coordinator
t+++4>*+
«♦♦♦♦♦♦
of residence hall programs.
• ♦♦♦♦■
Student
Special
>♦♦♦♦
According to Whayne, if pass.♦♦♦ ,
ed, it will offer some alternative
Beef and Beans
options to residence hall living.
Jeanette Crockett, dean of
Enchilada
vxican
student life, said a chairman for
with choice of Rice
the subcommittee will be ap'♦♦ff
\
pointed today.
or Beans
♦ ♦•• ^
>**K£Z>++ .
.
- *♦
She said it is hoped the newly
►♦♦♦♦♦■
revised proposal will be able to
be submitted to the vice presiwith
student
ID.
dent of RHA sometime early
fall.
"There were a couple of things
Keep that Florida Tan
that were highly questionable
about the proposal," Crockett
said.
EKU STUDENTS
She said after the concept of
coeducational living was ap$5.00 OFF
r
proved, a committee was formFor Package Of Twelve Visits
ed so that "the guidelines and
implementation could be workWith Student ID.
ed out as well."
Total Body
Reg. 29.95
Crockett said the committee
Tanning
will be checking with other
Salon
schools who have floor-by-floor
^, S INGL E
U I S ITS
coeducational living and looking
S2.00
624 9351
into the supervision and the
safety aspect. "Basically we are
401 Gibson Lane
Open 7 Days a week
looking into offering a different
kind of residence hall living,"
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Finals Week Special
VCR and 2 movies $7.99
3 Videos for $5

&&t£it 4hi>taurant ]

$1.99

T

College Grads
From Chrysler Corp.

You can receive an additional $400.00
off any new Chrysler, Plymouth or

Dodge We have in stock.

$4.20
IN HOUSE FINAL
WEEK SPECIAL
All You Can Drink!

COFFEE

.69*

Special for Two People
2 6" TURKEY SUBS
with 2 Chips
& 2 Small Drinks

$4.50

JFINALS WEEK - Open til 2:30 a.m.
•
Delivery til 2:00 a.m.

Example:
1988 Dodge Shadow Stk« 0105*
Sale Price
Factory Rebate
College Grad Program

You Pay
•Tax and license not included

$9,930.78
500.00
400.00

<,

9,030.78

ATEWAJ0
OWmjfcHTMOUTM.
MOUKT (TtauHO. Kr

DBA
Dice'. GlfC Truck.
4M-2013
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Wilkinson to get honorary degree
that was made was made
because of legislative action."
Moberly said the Board of
Regents probably chose
Wilkinson for the award in
the hope that he might do
more to aid higher education
in the future.
Student Assocation President Hunter Bates is in favor
of the award, in spite of other
opinions that the governor
doesn't deserve the award.

not to Wilkinson.
"I think we probably ought
complishments of aj>er9on." to be giving an honorary
degree to members of the
Gray said.
"As far as I know, legislature," Blanchard said.
anybody, any individual can
Blanchard, who supported
make a nomination, on cam- the higher education rally,
pus or off campus. Students said Wilkinson may become
could make a nomination for more interested in and more
sympathetic to higher educathat matter," Gray said.
In light of the recent ten- tion as a result of the award
sion between Wilkinson and but has yet done very little to
Kentucky's colleges and promote higher education.
"I find it a very curious
universities. Gray said the
Board of Regents felt it im- decision that the governor
portant to communicate to has seemed to be relatively
Wilkinson that the universi- unsympathetic to higher
ty has taken note of his ex- education. ... Besides being
pressed desire to promote elected governor, I 'm not sure
what Governor Wilkinson
education in Kentucky.
"Not only is he going to be has ever done to deserve such
recommending budgets, he's a degree," Blanchard said.
Klaus Heberle, professor of
going to be appointing
regents to our board," Gray government and member of
said. "And we just simply Faculty Senate, said the
want him to know that we award might have been more
want to work cooperatively appropriate after the goverwith him and that we have nor had been in office longer
respect for his position of and his policies and intentions were more clear.
leadership."
"I think we could've waited
University President Dr.
H.
Hanly Funderburk a year at least. .. . especially
acknowledged there is con- in light of what Governor
flict between the universities Wilkinson's recommendaand the governor but said tions were to the General
more can be accomplished if Assembly in the area of
higher education," Heberle
the two work together.
"This struggle is continu- said.
Like Blanchard, Heberle
ing, but it's only going to be
successful if we work said Wilkinson might eventogether," Funderburk said. tually soften his views on
"We're going to make higher education, but added,
every attempt to work with "Thus far he has not shown
the governor of this state. We anybody anything."
State Rep. Harry Moberly,
can make more progress
together than if we go our D-Richmond, said he didn't
separate ways," Funderburk have an opinion on the Board
of Regents' decision, but said
said.
Paul Blanchard. professor Wilkinson has not been a
of government, said the friend to higher education.
"I think it's worth noting
positive action concerning
higher education, which took that his budget recommendaplace during the 1988 General tion for higher education was
Assembly, should be at- a disaster, to say the least,"
tributed to the legislators and Moberly said. "The progress

(Continued from Page One)

"Anything we can do to improve relations is always a
good thing," Bates said.
Bates said he hoped bringing the governor on campus
would show Wilkinson the
positive aspects of the university and give him an idea of
how the state's money is being spent here.
Additional information for
this story was compiled by
Mike Marsee.

Arena named for
Paul McBrayer

By Mike Marsee
Editor
Former university men's
basketball coach Paul
McBrayer has been honored
by the university's Board of
Regents, which voted to
name the basketball arena in
Alumni Coliseum for him.
The building will retain its
name, and the 6,500-seat
arena will be known as Paul
McBrayer Arena.
McBrayer coached at the
university from 1946 to 1962,
compiling a record of 219-144
to post more wins than any
coach in the school's history.
McBrayer's best season was
a 21-win campaign in 1946-47,
and he had only four losing
seasons.
The board's honor committee made the recommendation at Saturday's meeting
after receiving a resolution
from the executive committee
of the university's national
alumni association.
That resolution said
McBrayer "left an indelible
mark on the sports history"
of the university and the
state and pointed out that only one letterman who played
under McBrayer failed to

graduate.
"The idea originated during
a reunion of many of Cpach
McBrayer's former players
last summer," said Larry
Bailey, director of alumni affairs. Plans are in the works
for a dedication ceremony to
be held at a basketball game
early next season.
Don Combs, the university's athletic director, was a
student during part of
McBrayer's tenure. "He was
a perfectionist, a strong
disciplinarian," Combs said.
"His people that played for
him have an intense loyalty
for him."
"I think (the student body)
had great respect for the
basketball team at that
time."
McBrayer, a native of
Lawrenceburg who now lives
in Lexington, won four Ohio
Valley Conference championships at the university.
Before coaching the Colonels,
he was an All-American
player at the University of
Kentucky and an assistant
coach under Adolph Rupp.
Additional information for
this story was compiled by
Brent Risner.

Counseling center receives
award for alcohol program
Progress staff report
The university's counseling
center received a certificate of
merit by the National Association of Student Personnel
Administrators for its participation in the National Alcohol
Awareness Week held Oct.
17-25.
National Alcohol Awareness
Week was observed on 2.000
campuses across the country.
The substance abuse committee sponsored events, for
students and the community
during the week.
A walkathon was held on Oct.
17 and an information booth
was staffed all week in the student center.

Milestones to be distributed
Monday in Alumni Coliseum
Progress staff report
Once again, it's time for the
1988 Milestone, the university's
yearbook to arrive.
Distribution of the Milestone
will begin at 11 a.m. on Monday,

Wednesday nights from 9 p.m.
to 7 a.m.
According
to
Bates,
doughnuts, coffee and hot
chocolate will be served in the
cafeteria of the Powell Building
each of these nights for a small
fee.
Another concern of the
leaders focuses on the selecting
of students to serve on each of
the university's standing
committees.
According to Bates, there are
40 committees broken down into
the basic areas of administration, curriculum and 9tudent
affairs.
Bates said in the past, student
representatives have been appointed by the presidential
leaders. Though Bates and
Childress will be choosing the
representatives, they hope to
see more student participation.
The student representative is
often the only committee
member who has first-hand
knowledge on what students'

opinions are, Bates said.
Along with seeking committee
applications.
Bates
and
Childress are also publicizing
openings in the six senate
cabinet positions.
The leaders will be conducting
interviews for chairmen of the
academic, elections, finance,
public relations and student
rights committees along with
the committee on committees.
"It's crucial that we maintain
the concept of students helping
students," Bates said. "We hope
students will continue to have a
say in university life."
Childress, who will be staying
in Richmond during the summer, will be continuing these
areas of focus, along with furthering the proposed escort
service.
According to Childress, the
main problem with the program
is finding students to volunteer
their time.
Childress said the senate has
been working to create a co-op

program through the College oi
Law Enforcement so credit can
be given for those participating
in the program.
"But we are hoping it can be
done on a volunteer basis,"
Bates added.
Bates said he is also planning
to spend time at the university
this summer establishing a
chart on the progress of legislations so students will have
easier
access
to
that
information.
Though posters, pictures and
books were absent from the
president's desk, two stickers
remained, addressing a problem
that didn't dSSppear with a
change in command.
One read, "Higher Education
Cuts Never Heal," and the other
simply stated, "Support Higher
Education."
Senate will not meet again until next fall, but the Student
Association offices will be open
the remainder of the semester.

E.K.U. STUDENTS!
A DRIVE-IN BOOK BUY!
AT

COLLEGE

BARNES MILL ROAD
COMBS
HALL

May 2 and continue through
Wednesday, May 4 from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m.
Yearbooks may be picked up
from the Alumni Coliseum Auxiliary Gym.
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•SUBMY*
Sandwich*'- A S'Hit\

OPEN LATE SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

SANDWICHES
BMT (ham, genoa, pepperoni, bologna)
SUBWAY CLUB (roast beef, turkey, ham)
TUNA fr» TUNA 3» TUNA
SEAFOOD A CRAB
STEAK A CHEESE (100% sirloin)
ROAST BEEF
TURKEY BREAST
HAM A CHEESE
MEATBALL
TO DOUBLE THE VALUE.

DOUBLE THE MEAT
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Any Sandwich also available as a custom salad plate.
ALL SERVED WTTH YOUR CHOICEOf'AMERICANCHEESE* ONIONS 'LETTUCE*
TOMATOES 'DIU PICKLES'GREEN PEPPERS' BLACK OLIVES 'SALT'PEPPER * OIL

Too busy studying
for FINALS-

Bates seeks leaders for 40 committees
By Donna Pace
News editor
Hunter Bates, newly elected
Student Senate president,
began Tuesday's meeting with a
goal of making senate as personable as possible.
The meeting contained new
senator faces, and several
priorities addressed by Bates
and Scott Childress, vice
president.
As Bates took a seat in his
new office, there were traces of
David Nusz, past president,
within the room, yet piles of
folders, information and new
methods established by Bates.
"We have Dave's fish tank
and filing cabinet as a reminder
of him," Childress said.
But the tank was empty, and
if time permits, the filing system
will be enhanced and updated,
Bates said.
Bates and Childress listed
many objectives, with the most
recent being conducting another
successful cram-a-rama, which is
scheduled for Sunday through

There was also a movie on
how to party sensibly.
Dr. Thomas Myers, vice president of student affairs, said that
$3,000 was budgeted for last
year's alcohol awareness week
and more would be set aside for
this year's.
According to Myers, credit for
the award goes to Eileen Allen,
a couselor with the counseling*
center.
"Allen and the substance
abuse committee have done a lot
of work and deserve recognition." Myers said.
"I think one of the things we'd
like to see for next year is more
student involvement," Allen
said.

Call us for dinner or late night snack.

HOURS
Mon.Sat. 10:30 am 1:00 am
Sunday 11:00 am 11 00 pm
We deliver Monday thru Saturday
from 10:30 am 11:00 pm.
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Sandwiches & Salads
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J00 S. 2nd Street

Grand Opening
First Time in
This Area
▼ Mrs. Stanton ▼
Palm and Card Reading
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INSTANT CASH!

•Tells your past, present and future.
•Gives advise on all affairs of life such
as love, marriage and business.
• All reading guaranteed and
confidential.

m

On All Current Books!
CONVENIENT TO:
Combs Hall, Martin Hall, McGregor Hall,
Todd, Dupree or SELL FROM YOUR CAR!

APRIL 28-MAY 4
10:00 AM TIL 5:00 PM

University Book & Supply

CASH • PEPSI • CONVENIENT
E.K.U

mt

I.D. Required.

$3 reading
with this ad and
student ID*
•$10 value
|
Mrs. Stanton
"."~j~~~,"~" ,.
363 Big Hill Avenue - Richmond!
almandCmdKeadxng^^
«^«MlH
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No appointment necessary
Call for more information
Open 9 a.m. -11 p.m.
7 days a week
363 Big Hill Avenue - Richmond
606/623-2024
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Faculty salaries up 4.7 percent in 1988-89 budget
(Continued from Page One)
figure, meaning some faculty
members will receive a greater
increase and others will receive
less. He said most of the faculty would receive a cost-of-living
increase, and the remainder of
the money would be distributed
through a merit pay system.
Funderburk said while the 4.7
percent average increase does
not compare favorably to the
benchmark school-*, it is probably on line with ol her schools
in the state.
"We do feel relatively certain
that our benchmarks are moving at about 7 percent, and
that's the thing that's really
hurting us," he said, adding that
the university would need to
provide a 10 percent increase for
the next three years to draw
even with the benchmark
schools.
Funderburk said salary caps
put in place by the state in 1984
and 1985 have caused state
schools to fall behind, and
"we've never been funded by the
state enough to catch up."
The $86,443,213 budget
represents an increase of almost
$5 million from the budget for
the previous fiscal year.
Most of the revenue in the
1988-89 budget will come from
government appropriations,
which should provide more than
$45 million in funding.
Student tuitions and fees are
expected to provide another SI4
million. But while tuitions and

1988-89 EKU Revenues and Expenditures
Auxiliaries 15.2%

Revenues

Auxiliary
Enterprises 15

udent Tuition
& Fees 17.1%

Expenditures

Mandatory
Transfers 3.3%.

Fund Balance 8.7%

Instruction 29.7%

«

Other Sources 12%
Sales and Services 2.7%
Grants and " —•
Contracts 1.6%

Operation and
Maintenance 15.3%
Research 3.8%

Indirect Cost
Reimbursement.

Libraries 3.3%

Governmental Appropriation 52.7%

Institutional
Support 19.3%

Academic Support 5.3%
Student Services 5.2%
Progress graphic/Trish Payne

trfowrtan from tht DtputmtM ol Planting and BudgaL.

fees are increasing, Funderburk year.
Instruction will once again be
said the raises are only keeping
the largest expenditure under
pace with inflation.
Tuition will increase S20 for the new budget, requiring more
state residents and $60 for non- than $25 million. "Instruction is
residents per semester in the the No. 1 priority of this institucoming year, as set by the Coun- tion, and it remains so in this
cil on Higher Education. Among budget," Clark said. Total
other increases are a $5 raise in educational and general expenthe student activity fee and a ditures and revenues total more
$20 increase in residence hall than $72 million.
Funderburk said some areas
rentals.
In addition, the university is that may suffer most under the
counting on revenue from fees new budget include purchases of
for use of the Hummel academic equipment and travel.
One area of note in the budget
Planetarium, which Funderburk
said should open in the coming was the elimination of funds for

the office of natural areas, but
Funderburk said those funds
have been relocated to the office
of the director of natural areas,
"The director's office spreads
the money to the areas proportionate to the time he's spending in it," Clark said.
But Clark said the "real story
of this budget is the academic
quality improvements we've
tried to fulfill." Some of those
improvements include additional funding for the academic
scholarship program, including
the Regents Scholarships and
the implementation of an honors

program and Foundation
Professorships.
He said the budget also provides for an expansion of the
university's outreach program
into its 22-county service area.
Funderburk announced to the
regents that applications for admission
from
incoming
freshmen are up 26 percent. He
said although the faculty is
shrinking because of attrition,
he does not see increased enrollment as a major problem.
"That indicates some people
have been doing some very fine
work," he said. "We hope we're

at 100 percent capacity."
In other action, the board
approved revisions to the
University Handbook for
Students allowing service to the
university as an alternative to
other sanctions in disciplinary
cases.
The board also authorized
Funderburk to issue contracts
to the faculty at Model
Laboratory School based on a
common salary schedule that
will be developed after such
schedules are adopted by the
Madison County and Richmond
school systems.

Faculty members leave for higher pay, better opportunities
By Lisa Borders
Activities editor
Several faculty members will
be leaving the university for
higher paying jobs and better
opportunities.
Dr. David D. Gale, dean of the
College of Allied Health and
Nursing, said he has received
two resignations from faculty
members in nursing and one
from an occupational therapy
instructor.
"Some of our best faculty
members are able to move

quickly," Gale said. "The sad
part about it is that the real loss
falls not on the university itself
but on the students."
According to Gale, university
faculty members now make
anywhere from $3,000 to
$10,000 a year below benchmark
institutions.
"For the last three years,
faculty members have been able
to leave here and earn from
$10,000 to $30,000 more for the
same work," he added. »»
Gale said there are currently

75 positions for registered
nurses at the University of Kentucky Medical Center and added every hospital in Kentucky is
advertising for nurses.
"There is really a need for
nurses and related professions.
Some of the graduates from our
programs are making more right
now than our teaching faculty,"
Gale added.
Tom Lester, associate professor of occupational therapy,
will be leaving the university at
the end of the semester.

Lester, who has been at the
university for three years, said
he is going to St. Ambrose
University in Davenport, Iowa,
to develop an occupational
therapy program.
Lester said he will make
$10,000 more a year at St. Ambrose but added that is not the
main reason he accepted the
position.
"It's a different opportunity,"
Lester said "I would have fallen
in a different pay scale with the
same job here."

Lester said he almost turned
down the money and the position, because he is so happy at
the university.
"I've been really happy here,
but there is more of a money
potential at St. Ambrose. The
money potential at Eastern is
limited," Lester said.
Lester attributed part of his
decision to the low priority of
education in Kentucky adding
Iowa has a higher priority on
education.

"Governor Wilkinson didn't
help my attitude any," Lester
said. "His proposed policies are
just making an uphill battle on
economics."
"State institutions will always
be fighting for more money," he
said.
According to Gale, students
in the occupational therapy field
can make $30,000 as soon as
they graduate, which is more
than some faculty members
make.

96°o of EKU students clip
food coupons from the Progress

Macintosh Plus Computer $1495.00
Now the college student can gain the competitive
edge with the Macintosh Plus, the same perso-ial
computer that is required by more universities
nationwide. Macintosh gives you the extra edge for
schoolwork with the strength you need to do everything
you need to do. Better. Faster. Smarter. The Macintosh
Computer has a built-in drive and monitor.

Apple He System $762.00
For a limited time, our store is featuring a special offer
on the Apple lie, the compact version of the r.ame computer
used in more schools nationwide. The Apple He can run
virtually all of the more than 10,000 Apple II programs including the largest educational software library in the world.
This system include the lie computer with c built-in drive, a
monochome monitor and monitor stand.
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Rhinestone's
175 at Richmond Road
Lexington
Call 263-5535
for details
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Lexington Computer Store
2909 Richmond Road
Lexington, KY 40509
Contact John Kwiecinski
1 800 432-7329
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Eastern Kentucky University
CLASSMATE OF THE YEAR
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Quality Never Goes Out of Style

Swimsuit by:
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Sponsored by:

Promotional Considerations by:
HOURS
Mon. Sat.

455 EASTERN
BY-PASS
SHOPPER'S
VILLAGE

WENDY'S, LONG JOHN SILVER'S, RICHMOND BANK,
J. SUITER'S MILL, HAIR SENSE, MADISON FLOWER SHOP,
CREATIVE ARTS by SHERRI, and THE COMMONWEALTH
OF KENTUCKY.

10 am -9 pm
Sun. 1 - 6 pm
Ptioo#
624-2727

RICHMOND.
KENTUCKY

"The College Shop "

Application* for E.K.U. CLASSMATE OF THE MONTH arc available at:
STUDIO 27 * 466 Eaetera By-Paaa * Richatond. KY 40475

PRODUCED BY: CLASSMATE U.S.A.
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER: STEVEN R. ROSENBERG
PHOTOGRAPHY: MIKE MORRIS
AD TECHNICIAN: BRENT NEW
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The excitement and pageantry of the Kentucky Derby is not limited to the elite. All kinds can be found at the Derby, especially in the infield.

Infielders already
'chomping at bit'

Team to compete
in Derby Classic
By Sheryl Edelen
Staff writer
When the Kentucky Derhy
rolls around once more, and people flock from everywhere to be
a part of the day's excitement,
university graduate student
Russell Mast will have an edge
over many Derby-goers.
He won't be scrambling for
his tickets for the infield.
Mast and his six teammates
will be admitted free of charge
as contestants in the Derby
Classics Volleyball Tournament.
Headed by officials at Churchill Downs, this tournament is
now in its second year and involves two stages of elimination
play.
During the first stage, campus intramural authorities from
the eight participating colleges
held campuswide finals in order
to determine which team would
represent each university on
Derby day.
Anyone with a love for
volleyball and a will to win was
eligible to compete.
Members of the winning team,
which consists of six players
and one or two alternates,
received T-shirts and two free
tickets each to the Derby.
The second stage involved the
finals of the tourney.
After making it to the finals
in the infield, the eight teams
will play in a one-day elimination for the championship.
The participating schools are
the University of Kentucky, the
University of Louisville, Kentucky State University, Northern Kentucky University,
Morehead State University,
Western Kentucky University,
Indiana State University and
the university.
Competition in Weaver Gym-

nasium on March 27 yielded the
team Derby Bound as the
university's campus representative on May 7th.
"We had some pretty stiff
competition," said Amanda
Layman, a senior psychology
major from Louisville and a
member of the winning team.
Layman, who has competed in
tournaments since high school,
said she is very excited about
the upcoming finals.
"It should be a lot of fun," she
said.
Other members of Derby
Bound are David Bryant, John
Scannel, Cindy Bonan, Janice
DeVinney and John Coyer.
The team is scheduled to play
against UK at 9 a.m. on Derby
Day.
According to Mast, who is
also in charge of all university
intramural competitive events,
the absence of an entry fee has
been one reason for the great
response to the tournament
since its conception.
"It has gone over real well,"
Mast said.
"There were 16 teams in campus competition last year," he
said, "and 12 this year."
Mast also said the tournament was the result of the
efforts of Churchill Downs'
public relations department to
attract college students to the
infield.
Another ploy to lure the college set has been to promote the
sale of Derby tickets on the college campuses.
For every ticket bought, the
buyer is registered to win two
airline tickets to anywhere in
the United States.
Winners of the tournament
receive a trophy and bragging
rights to the title for the following year.

Make a mint julep
Below are some recipes for
mint julep, the traditional
Kentucky Derby drink. Each
is taken from Mr. Boston:
50th Anniversary Official
Bartender's Guide.
Southern Style Mint Julep
4 sprigs mint
1 tsp. powdered sugar
2 tsp. water
2'/« oz. bourbon
Mix mint, powdered sugar
and water in a glass or mug.
Fill with ice and bourbon and
stir until glass is frosted.
Decorate with slices of
orange, lemon, pineapple and
a cherry. Insert five or six
sprigs of mint on top. Serve
with straws.
Georgia Mint Julep
2 sprigs mint leaves

1 tsp. powdered sugar
l'/i oz. brandy
1 oz. peach-flavored brandy
Place mint leaves in glass
with ice. Add one teaspoon
sugar and a little water. Mix,
then fill with brandy and
peach liqueur. Decorate with
mint leaves.
Brandy Julep
5 sprigs mint
1 tsp. powdered sugar
2'/i oz. brandy
Mix powdered sugar, mint
and brandy. Then fill glass
with finely shaved ice. and
stir until mint rises to top, being careful not to bruise
leaves. (Do not hold glass
with hand while stirring.)
Decorate with a slice of
pineapple, orange or lemon
and a cherry. Serve with
straws.

By Tammy Howard
Staff writer
Everybody has seen them on
television or heard about them
from someone.
They're wild, crazy, unpredictable and many Kentuckians
want to be one of them, at least
once.
Who are they?
They are the large group of
people who flock to Louisville
the first Saturday in May every
year.
These people don't just go to
see the Kentucky Derby. They
go to be a part of the infamous
crowd that fills the infield region
at Churchill Downs.
This year will be no exception,
as even the university has gotten into the rage.
The Division of Intramurals
has been selling tickets to the infield for S15, a discount of $5,
and there have been plenty of
"takers" on the offer.
Sherri Sarros is a freshman
from Akron, Ohio, majoring in
broadcasting who bought
tickets for the infield.
Sarros has never been to the
Derby before, but now that she
is in Kentucky, the Derby is an
opportunity she wants to take
advantage of.
"I think if you are going to go
to any horse race, then this is
the one to go to," Sarros said.
However, Suzanne Stephens,
a senior broadcasting major
from Louisville who has been to
the Derby several times, said
the infield is not for everyone.
"Well, it's not as crazy as it
used to be. However, things can
get out of control in there real
easy with the large amount of
drinking that goes on. If you
can't handle seeing people get
out of hand, then you really

should avoid the infield," she
said.
Stephens adced that even
with the down side there is an up
side to taking part in the
festivities surrounding the first
leg of the Triple Crown.
"Every time I have been, it
has been a lot of fun," Stephens
said. "The best part is watching
everybody else - just the actual
looking at all the types of people that show up, not just in the
infield but also at the Derby
itself," Stephens said.
The major attraction to the
Derby isn't always the chance to
meet others.
Keith Grigsby, a junior fire
and safety engineering fiior
from Springfield, is planning to
use the day as sort of a
minivacation.
"After finals, this will be a
chance to kick back and mingle,
but it will especially be a chance
to have a big day at the races,
maybe even win a little money,"
he said.
Leeann Tandy, an undeclared
freshman from Louisville,
agreed.
"It will be great to have some
fun and maybe bet on the
horses. I am especially looking
forward to going since I am
from Louisville but have never
been before," she said.
Tandy, along with eight
friends, is planning on
participating in a volleyball
tournament in the infield. The
group found out about the tournament in the same place they
received their tickets - the Division of Intramurals.
"I am really excited about the
whole trip. I can't wait," Tandy
said.
Tickets must be purchased by
April 29 in Room 202 of the
Begley Building.

Derby fun to be found in Richmond haunts too
By Amy Caudill
Features editor
While some are horsing
around in the infield during the
Kentucky Derby on May 7,
others will opt to stay in town
and celebrate the derby at local
bars and restaurants.
Some of these establishments
will host parties while others
will have drink specials and
watch the Derby on television.
O'Riley's Pub will have a PickA-Winner Derby party on May
6, the night before the Derby.
Owner Mark Cocanougher
said patrons will be given a racing form as they come through
the door.
Each participate will pick a
horse and the participant whose
horse wins will receive free admissions according to the odds
against the horse. For example,
if the odds were 15-1, the participant would receive 15 free
admissions.
O'Riley's will also offer mint
Progress photo/Amy Caudill juleps, the traditional Kentucky

Derby drink, at the Pick-AWinner party.
J. Sutter's Mill will also host
a Derby party.
"Weopen at 5 that day, watch
the Derby and start the night
off like that, and it always turns
into a huge party," said owner
Billy Luxom.
Sutter's will host a cookout on
the patio with food and drink
specials, extended happy hours,
wide-screen TVs for watching
the Derby and mint juleps for

II.

Sutter's has already been offering Sutter's Night at the
Races and selling mint juleps.
Phone 3 Lounge does not have
a party planned, but owner
Robert Mudd said some sort of
celebration would probably
erupt.
Mudd said Phone 3 would offer burgers and mint juleps and
would do whatever pleased the
patrons.
"Whatever they want, that's
what we'll do," Mudd said.

Rumors restaurant will have
an all-day celebration on Derby
day.
"We're having a large Derby
party," said owner Norma
White.
White said Rumors will open
at 8 a.m. with a pig roast outside
under a tent.
Programs, racing forms, mint
juleps, Derby glasses and
special drink prices will be
available.
Three television sets will be
Eresent for Derby viewing and
ve entertainment will be provided for four hours prior to the
Derby.
Bananas Tavern will offer
cash and prizes to guests of its
Derby party.
"You will bet on the Derby
with banana bucks, and the person with the most banana bucks
will win prizes," said owner Jim
Foley.
Banana bucks can be obtained by making purchases prior to

the beginning of the races. A
$50 gift certificate and two
steak dinners will be given
away.
The person who guesses the
winners for all eight races will
win a $2,000 ring.
All entries in the competition
will be taken after 5 p.m. May 6,
and before the races start, on
Derby day.
Anyone guessing seven winners will win a $1,000 diamond
ring. The person guessing five
winners will receive a $500 diamond ring.
"Of course, we will be serving
mint juleps in addition to the
prizes," Foley said. "In order to
really participate in everything,
you should be here before the
races start."
It looks as if the celebration
extends far beyond the infield
this year.
Additional information for
this story was compiled by Phil
Bowling.
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Activities
Student equestrian hopes for title DARE to focus
on drug education
By Sberyl Edelen
and
Lisa Borders
Sabina Oldaker once
"stole" a horse.
She first climbed on a horse
at the age of 5, and she loved
riding so much that she took
her best friend's horse
without permission and
without telling anyone when
she was 9.
Because of her actions, she
was punished by her parents.
But she didn't mind, because
through those same actions,
she got her first pony two
months later.
"My parents thought I had
stolen
the
horse
or
something. They realized how
much I loved to ride, so they
bought me my own horse,"
Oldaker said.
Oldaker, a senior public
relations major from Oldham
County, has been involved
with horses ever since that
first time she climbed on one.
In fact, she will be competing
in her third National
Equestrian Championship.
Oldaker said she will be
competing against 25 to 30
students.
Throughout the year,
Oldaker said she has competed against such schools as
Morehead State Univeristy,
Murray State Univeristy,
Midway College. Middle Tennessee State Univeristy and
the University of Tennessee.
Oldaker has been taking
riding lessons since she was 9
and has been competing since
she was 10.
"I'm a very competitive
person," Oldaker said. "I'm
more competitive with myself
than I am with other people."
Oldaker has competed as
the only member of the
university's equestrian team
since her sophomore year.
This is her last year of
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Oldaker will compete for the national equestrain title for the third time.
"I guess I'll be a little more nervous (about the
competition), because this is my last chance to
win."
-Sabina Oldaker
eligibility to compete at the
collegiate level.
In 1986, she received
second place honors at the national competition, and in
1987, she placed sixth.
Oldaker qualified for three
events including the openfence rider, open-flats rider
and the Fitch Trophy.
She said the fence rider is
the toughest competition but
is also her favorite one.
Oldaker said competitors
draw the horse they will be
riding from an envelope,
which is sometimes unfair.
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RENT-fi-SPflCE

SPECIAL SUMMER
RATES WITH STUDENT
ID

Sizes 5x5 to 10x20
Limited Space Avail.
orders yours now

624-1445

Boggs Ln. & Eastern By-Pass,
Richmond 1/4 mile from
EKU campus

"Lots of times they put
horses in that shouldn't be
there,"
Oldaker
said.
"Sometimes you might get a
horse who will stop at the
jumps."
Oldaker said she once drew
a horse that did just that at
regionals. but officials allowed her to draw another horse.
She won.
During the open-fence rider
competition, the rider guides
the horse through eight to 10
jumps. Oldaker said the event
is mainly judged on how well
the rider looks and how well

the rider makes the horse
perform.
"This is the most competitive event for me. It's
more challenging," she said.
Oldaker said she is looking
forward to competing for the
Fitch Trophy also. She added
the event will draw the top
contenders from every
district in the United States.
"It's the cream of the
crop," she said. "If you win
this, you're No.l in the nation. You're the best of the
best."
Oldaker said she would feel
the same amount of pressure
at this competition, but added this year will be a bit
different.
"I'll be sad, because this
will be my last year," she
said. "I guess I'll be a little
more nervous, because this is
my last chance to win."

RESERVE

By RUM Caaaidy
Staff writer
Although the DARE Program
(Drug Abuse Resistance Education) is new in this area. Officer
William Reardon of the Richmond Police Department said it
should have a positive impact on
the community.
"This is the best program I've
seen in my law enforcement
career," Reardon said. "I probably sound like a used-car
salesman, but I really believe in
this program."
According to Reardon, the
program is not a normal drug
program. Instead of using scare
tactics, it's set up in a classroom
environment so he can teach the
younger students.
"The program is about education," Reardon said. "We
actually outline the class just
like teachers would outline
theirs. We teach them a lot
about just everyday life and try
to make them feel good about
saying no to things that are
unpleasant to them."
The program is geared toward
the exiting elementary students,
which is the sixth grade in
Madison County. The course
lasts 17 weeks, which involves
several different topics.
"The first week, we talk about
personal safety, rules and laws
and who makes them. It'a a mini
civics-class," Reardon said.
"The second week, we get into
drug use and abuse by talking
about the consequences of drug
use or non-use such as arrests."
"However, I think the crucial
lesson is No. 4 where we try to
help them resist peer pressure,"
he said. "The reason we aim for
this certain age bracket is
because we feel they probably
haven't had the experience of
iming drugs."
Reardon said one good aspect
of having an officer in the
schools is it allows the students
to get a positive view of him.
The original program was
started in 1983 by Los Angeles
Police Chief Darrel Gates, who

"The program is the
most exciting thing I've
done. It's a big
challenge taking a
street officer and putting him into the
classroom. . ."
-William Reardon
felt the city had a drug abuse
problem in the schools and in
the gangs.
The Los Angeles Independent
School System drew up the actual outline of the program and
from there it has spread across
the country.
According to Reardon, the
community has been really supportive of the program. The city
government showed support by
adopting the program in March.
The university's Alpha Gamma Delta sorority held a windshield wash in the parking lot of
a local restaurant, where it raised almost $130.
Reardon said he is excited
about the program but added it
will be a big change for him.
"I've been in law enforcement
for five years. I worked the road
investigating everything from
murders and on down," he said.
"The program is the most exciting thing I've done. It's a big
challenge taking a street officer
and putting him into a
classroom, but I'm looking forward to it"
Reardon also said there is
another course, which lasts
about four or five weeks, for the
third-grade age group to teach
the children about basic safety.
Because the program is so
young in the community, it
won't be at full force until next
August. By then, Reardon said
he hopes to have about four officers qualified to teach in the
schools.
"The only goal I have for this
program is to teach the students
something they didn't know and
to help them feel good about
saying no to drugs," he said.
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YOUR FIRST STEP TOWARD SUCCESS IS THE
YOU COULD
TAKE THIS SUMMER.
At Army ROTC Camp Challenge, you'll team
what it takes to succeed—in college and in life.
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Rugby team tries to improve
Greek
adviser
resigns
image; has good season

to continue education

By Tom Wiseman
Staff writer
Not all university athletes
have the luxury of a pregame
meal, a comfortable bus ride and
a practice field to call their own.
The university rugby team is
composed of a group of men who
play their sport merely because
they enjoy it and not because of
such fringe benefits as scholarships and travel opportunity.

By Lisa Borders
Activities editor
Troylyn Johnson LeForge,
coordinator of student services, will be leaving the
university at the end of the
semester in order to obtain a
doctorate in higher education.
"It's time for me to move
on," LeForge said. "But a
part of Eastern will always be
with me."
LeForge came to the
university in August 1985
from Thomas More College in
Northern Kentucky. While at
Thomas More, LeForge said
her duties included advising
student government and
other organizations.
She added her responsibilities at the university
mainly dealt with Greek
organizations. However, she
added she also did "whatever
needed attention" including
working with Center Board
and serving on an orientation
committee.
According to LeForge, she
had many goals upon arriving
at the university that she
feels she has accomplished.
"When I first came to the
university, the Greek system

Even though the team isn't
recognized by the university as
an official sport, the "rugby
club" faces such opponents as
the University of Kentucky, the
University of Louisville, and
Middle Tennessee State
University.
The team plays and practices
year-round just as most univeisity athletic teams do. This
year's team won six games and
lost four.
"We played a lot tougher
schedule this year. Our toughest
game was against UK," said
Eric McGuffin, a senior from
Oldham County and one of the
team s co-captains.
The rugby club does not have
the luxury of having its own
practice field as most university teams do and is forced to use
the intramural fields.
They practice two or three
times per week and play on
Saturday afternoons, playing
around 10 games a season, according to McGuffin.
Often the team must stop in
the middle of practice and move
to another field since the intramural program has first
priority with the fields, said Jay
Nix, a four-year team member
and a co-captain from Oldham
County.
"Since rugby is not recognized
as an official university sport,
the financial obligations rests on
the players themselves. Each
member of the team is obligated
to pay $20 at the beginning of
the season to cover some of the
traveling and personal expenses.
' However, McGuffin said

Progress photo/Mike Morris

The rugby team finished with a 6-4 record.
sometimes, the university will
cover the entrance fee for the
bigger tournaments.
McGuffin said the team has
calmed down a lot because of
pressure from the university.
"We tried to better our image,
but sometimes it doesn't work,"
McGuffin said.
Nix said most of the players
on the team are ex-high school
football players who still enjoy
competing, being rough and
staying in shape.
The team will be playing in a

Come and check out our
home cooked meals.

tournament at Southern Illinois
University next Halloween and
will host a six-team tournament
at the university on Sept. 24.
McGuffin said he disagrees
with people's perspective about
rugby.
"People think that rugby is a
crazy sport and an animal sport,
but if you look, there are not a
lot of injuries in rugby. There's
never anything major such as
torn hamstrings or things like
that, just a lot of minor stuff
such as bruises." McGuffin said.

ship has expanded including
a new sorority, an increase in
the number of students going
through rush and a move
from a semidry fraternity
rush to a completely alcoholfree rush.
She added one of her major
goals was to create the
Scholarship/Leadership
Dessert, which is held during
Greek Week to recognize individual achievements and
chapter achievements in
scholarship, athletics and
leadership.
"This has been the ideal
campus to work for,"
LeForge said. "It is a fine institution committed to providing an education and a
strong community feeling on
campus."

Troylyn LeForge
was one of the best kept
secrets in the Greek world,"
LeForge said.
"The Greek members get
along well with each other,
and they get along with people outside the Greek community; they are involved in
other organizations as well.
The Greek system has
become a positive, growing
part of the campus," she said.
Since she has been at the
university, Greek member-

I<eForgr said she has had a
good relationship with the
student* while at the
urlvemilv
i
'<MI N *|MMial relation
nhip wi•'« i he atudonta.
They've ii < a tremendous
impact on m> ..:• " ahe aaid.
"I guess that's whv I want to
stay In higher education. I'll
take those relationships with

me.

Campus clips
Alcohol program offered Tickets available
The Comprehensive Care
Center will expand its services
for adults whose family
members drink too much too
often. The special eight-week
program will begin at 10:30 a.m.
May 10 at the Center at 415
Gibson Lane. It will meet for
one and one-half hours every
Tuesday. Cost for the program
is $40. The group is now open
for enrollment.

The Office of Student Activities in conjunction with
Kings Island is offering discount coupons for "College
Days" which will be held May
14, 15, 21 and 22. Discount
coupons are available in Room
128 of the Powell Building at no
charge.

Magazine available
The spring issue of the EKU
International Magazine, featur-

ing articles from 21 campus
writers, is now available from
the International Office in Room
140 of the Keith Building. For
more information call 622-1478.

Crafts show planned

The university Finance Club
will be sponsoring a Crafts Show
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday
at the Alumni Coliseum. There
will be no admission charge. If
you would like a booth (all
crafters are eligible) call Cynthia
at 622-3428.

Good luck on finals!

We hope everbody has a safe summer
and we look forward to seeing you
back here at
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7 am until 9 pm
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Offer expires 4/31/88

Try our new basket deals and
top them off with one of our
famous blizzards for a real treat!
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Arts/Entertainment
Cooper remembered by friends
Students, faculty mourn loss
of longtime music professor
By Jeffrey Newton
Wooster College in Ohio.
Staff writer
When Cooper came to the
Opening the top right-hand university in 1966, he started to
desk drawer of Dr. Donald build a rapport among universiCooper may have been one of ty faculty and students.
the toughest things Rick
"He was a person that enClayburn has ever done.
joyed teaching very, very much.
In that drawer lay reminders His professionalism stood out
of the relationship he and above all else," Hoagland said.
Cooper shared for 13 years
Hoagland, who knew Cooper
before Cooper, 59, suffered a for all of his 22 years at the
massive heart attack April 9 at university, added he had lost a
J
ub)ic information file photo
the Arlington golf course.
good friend.
"Don had some pictures of he
Cooper was playing golf at Donald Cooper
and I at some of our conventions Arlington that Saturday when a lot of time with Cooper over
in his drawer and it was really he apparently had an attack on the years.
hard for me," Clayburn said.
the third fairway.
"He told stories of the old
"There were a lot of memories
"Somebody has sure got some timers. ... He had so many
in those pictures."
big shoes to fill," according to stories. I could talk for hours,"
Cooper had worked at the Dr. John Roberts, music depart- Clayburn said.
university for 22 years in the ment chair.
He now is teaching Cooper's
music department.
classes for the rest of the
Clayburn agrees.
He taught classes such as
"I had a tremendous amount semester.
percussion ensemble and band of respect for him. He was a
Clayburn told one story of a
scoring, according to Clayburn. great friend, but he also was like piece of furniture that remained
"Anyone that was into music a father figure to me," Clayburn in Cooper's office and has long
and thought percussion, said.
been worn out.
thought Don Cooper," he said.
"He had a chair, and he just
"We would all call him Doc,
According to university pro- and we would kid around with refused to get rid of it. Over the
fessor Dr. Bruce Hoagland, him all the time. He really liked years, the chair had worn thin
Cooper went to the University to make learning enjoyable."
and Don used to say that was
of Minnesota and taught band
Clayburn said he first met from where his students had
at a Minnesota high school.
Cooper when he was a freshman clawed from anticipation of
Cooper also taught at at the university and has spent wanting to know why he had

them in his office. . .. That was
just the kind of guy he was,"
Clayburn said.
Clayburn told another story of
a time he and Cooper went to a
convention in Los Angeles and
Cooper won a miniature drum
set that was originally the
centerpiece for the dinner table.
Cooper really liked the drumset,
so he took it with him when he
left.
He soon found he didn't have
room for the set in his luggage, so he carried it under his
arm. The stewardess said there
was not room to store the
drums, and he would have to
hold them all the way back to
Chicago.
"Don told the stewardess that
if she couldn't find a space for
the drums, then he was going to
play a drum solo all the way
back to Chicago," he said.
According to Clayburn, the
airline found space to store the
drums.
"There were so many things I
wish I could have said to him
and so much I wanted to talk to
him about," Clayburn said.
"He cared about his students
like nobody I've ever known."
What would Clayburn tell him
if he could say one last thing to
Cooper?
"Thanks."

Progress photo/Thea Garnett

Play it again

Rhonda Koontz, a sophomore from Versailles, concentrates on
a piece she performed at the Delta Omicron musicale held last
Saturday in Posey Auditorium.

Video releases offer inexpensive summer entertainment
By Joe Griggs
genres. Whether it be Disney or
Staff writer
pornography, there is always
As ticket prices at movie something for everyone.
theaters continue to rise, it is no
The Vietnam War is a subject
wonder so many peopL ■:. e skip that has received a lot of attenping movies' initial reteAes and tion in the past two years.
waiting for them to come to the "Hamburger Hill," "The Hanoi
neighborhood video store.
Hilton," "Gardens of Stone"
Movie tickets now run $5 or and "Platoon" are four recently
$6 a piece. Videotapes only run released films that have dealt
about $3 a movie; therefore, two with the war.
"Platoon" is easily the best of
people could see three movies at
home for less money than it these films, the others being
would cost to see one at a fairly half-baked attempts at
providing a new-and-different
theater.
The selection at movie view of the war. But, like any
popular
subject,
theaters can sometimes be very other
slim, especially during slow Hollywood has managed to do
periods of the year, but video little more than exploit and comstores always have a wide range mercialize it.
of films from several different
Comedy is always a popular

subject. "The Witches of
Eastwik" is the most recent
comedic film released on video,
offering an all-star cast,
elaborate special effects and a
script adapted from a popular
John Updike novel.
It has good acting and some
funny moments, but fails to live
up to its potential. I mean, when
a movie has actors like Jack
Nicholson and Cher, people expect a little more than magical
tennis balls and blueberry
vomit.
Other comedies include
"Beverly Hills Cop II" and
"Roxanne." "Beverly Hills Cop
II" will probably appeal to
anyone who liked the original.
Anyone who (ahem) didn't, will

probably be equally as bored.
"Roxanne" has a good performance by Steve Martin, but
that's the extent of it, aside
from being lame, predictable
and dull.
As for the action category,
"Predator" leads the list as far
as pure blood-and-guts/specialeffects extravaganzas go.
Arnold Schwartzenegger fans
will
probably
not
be
disappointed.
And "The Living Daylights"
is the 14th, 15th or 16th (can
anyone remember?) James Bond
installment with Timothy
Dalton as the fourth man to
play 007.
Music lovers would probably
be interested in "La Bamba,"
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"the murder capital of the
world." Horror fans need not
fret however, because most
video stores have spare copies of
"The Tool Box Murders," "I
Spit on Your Grave" and "The
Dorm That Dripped Blood."
Of course, it is sometimes difficult to get new releases, so
most of us end up checking out
an old copy of "Gone With the
Wind" or something else that
we've already seen 20 times or
more.
But, aside from money, videos
do have many advantages over
theaters. They include no loudmouthed teeny-boppers, no big
hats, no smoking restrictions,
no sticky floors ...
Well, you get the picture.

GRAND OPENING
TOMS PIZZA

BONANZA
EASTERN BY-PASS

the true story of singer Ritchie
Valens. That is, if you did not
get as sick as I did of having the
title song crammed down your
throat more than any other song
since "Beat It."
And "Dirty Dancing" continues to sell almost as many
videos as it does album:.. This
one would be worth watching
simply for offering the most provocative dance sequences since
"Flashdance."
Horror movies are not nearly
as popular an item as they were
a few years ago. The only
notable release that could really be considered a horror film is
"The Lost Boys," a very
modern film about new-wave
vampires in Santa Carla, Calif.,

j
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Come to

Sun Country
Specials, Prizes, Surprizes
The school year's

Last Hurrah
Beginning at 7:00 p.m.
135 East Main, Downtown
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Buying a car would be easier
if I'd never learned to drive

Progress photo/Charlie Bolton

One last note

Jeff Byrd, a senior from Erlanger, plays the flute at the Ice Cream Concert. The concert marked
the year's final performance for the Concert/Community Band, the Jazz Band and the Sympnomic
Band. Byrd is a member of the Jazz and Community Bands.

Everyone said turning 16
would be the best thing that
would ever happen to me.
That magical age marked the
beginning of a whole new life of
independence, mostly as a result
of a driver's license and all the
rights and privileges that went
with one.
A license meant freedom. No
more fathers hanging around
the theaters waiting to pick me
-ux> right after a movie was over.
Juafcjhe_ general stigma alone
attributed' to those with an
"ID" was enough to make me
await the day with anticipation.
I mention this because I am in
the process of thumbing
through Bargain Marts and
classified ads, looking for that
perfect, low-mileage, gasefficient-on-owner, first car.
And my dad opposes the
whole idea.
"Believe me Jen, you don't
want a car. If I could walk
everywhere, I wouldn't even

After 13 years, Renner still making music
By Ken Holloway
Staff writer
Teressa Renner recorded her
first album with her family
when she was 8. Now, 13 years
older and a student at the
university, she's still making
music.
Renner, "21, is currently singing Christian music with her
family in a group called the Ren
ners. Although she is a full-time
student at the university, she
travels with the group when it
performs concerts in many cities
across the United States.
Renner, a senior marketing
major from Mount Vemon, said
she started singing Christian
music when she was young,
while her parents sang at different churches.
"We would get together and
sing some with our parents and
around the house," Renner said.
She said her parents supported their children's singing
at other churches; that support
ultimately led to the recording
of the Rentiers' first album when
she was 8 years old.
Renner said the family now
gets a "big kick" out of listening to that first recording, but
that first of eight recordings and
the addition of two more
members to the group, has
helped lead the Renners to the
position they are at right now.
According to Renner, the
Lord has blessed her with a

Good Luck
on your finals
from the
Progress Staff

good voice, and she is not about
to waste that talent.
But with the growth of success and popularity comes the
traveling and the concerts.
The Renners have traveled to
Illinois, Michigan, Florida and
Ohio.
"I enjoy the traveling. But it
is something that is tiring at
times, especially when you have
a lot of school work to do," Renner said.
"But it's a lot of fun to travel
with your family, and you get to
see a lot of different places and
meet different people," she said.
This past Christmas break,
Renner went on a mission trip to
Jamaica to perfom one concert
as a solo artist.
"I enjoyed that very much.
But I can never see myself leaving the group to become a solo
artist, because I have been performing with my family all my
life," she said.
Renner said she enjoys listening to other types of music, but
she said there is only one type
she will sing now and in the
future - Christian music.
"My life or my relationship
with God is a very strong relationship. I feel like He has given
me the talent, and I am going to
use that talent for Him. So, I
can never see myself using my
talent for anything else," Renner said.
Even though she does travel
and sings with the group a lot.

she still manages to do well in
school.
Currently, she has a 3.6 GPA.
She is also secretary of the
American Marketing Association and a member of the Student Alumni Association.
She said sometimes she does
feel a little stress with all the
work she has to do, but she said
because of her faith in God, she
feels that He is helping her
every day to make it through
the things she has to do.
She said she doesn't have
much time to relax, but she said
when she does, she takes full advantage of it.
"I love to read, and I love to
do things with other people. I
love to have parties, and I love
to invite people over to my
house, because I really enjoy
talking with my friends," she
said.
Renner said after she has
graduated, she would like to
work in the field of marketing.
But if the Renners happen to

COUPON

Teressa Renner
succeed financially, she said she
would like to pursue her career
in Christian music.
"Whatever God has planned
for me to do, I will do it," she
said.

COUPON

V*

own one," Dad is so fond of telling me.
Believe me Dad, I know. I've
seen your cars.
"There's a lot more to owning
a car than you think: insurance,
maintenance, gas. I really think
you should wait."
Be honest Dad, is it the car, or
is it me?
The ironic part is it didn't use
to always be this way. Dad used to encourage my driving.
Perhaps he's just a little nervous. He's the one who taught
me to drive.
And his memory is pretty
good.
"Alright Jen, this is going to
be fun," I believe were his first
words as he ventured to teach
me the fine art of driving.
"Fun?" I thought increduously. What was that - some sort
of sick joke? I was behind the
wheel of a potentially dangerous
object here. I could hurt
somebody. I could hurt myself.
"You know, I really don't feel
like driving today. Why don't
we go for nice walk instead?" I
tried.
But Dad remained undaunted.
"Nonsense. There's nothing to
driving. Your clutch is on the
left, brake in the middle, gas on
the right. Push the dutch all the
way to the floor and shift into
gear. Then slowly and evenly
take your foot off the clutch
while simultaneously giving it a
little gas," he said.
I did it just as he instructed.
The car seemed to retch. Dad
fastened his safety belt.
"Maybe you could drive
home, and I'll watch," I tried,
hoping he'd oblige.
_
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"No no, that was good for a
first try. But next time, try to
raise your foot from the clutch
a little slower," Dad said.
Surely this is a dream, I
thought. Parents don't usually
encourage safety hazards such
as myself.
But despite my slow start, I
got the car moving. Or actually,
crawling; I couldn't get it out of
second gear.
And it made noises. Not just
a clank or a rattle or anything
that could have been a loose bolt
or something. It roared. Or more
accurately, gave a long, low
grunt.
Had I hit something? I
thought. A cow, perhaps?
"Don't worry, honey, just
some of the usual turbulence
everyone experiences when learning to drive," Dad said, though
with less patience than I'd noticed before.
Finally, I had moving
mastered. Stopping was a different story.
"OK, you've done enough for
today, let's try stopping it," he
said.
I applied the brakes. The car
lurched forward. Dad missed the
window by mere inches.
"I guess you don't want to
take me driving ever again, huh
Dad?' I asked, not really sure
what answer would make me
happier.
"You're doing just fine. It's
just that I remembered my
baseball game is on," he said.
That's the way the journey
home continued, with Dad insisting I was doing "just fine"
and me depreciating the value of
the car.
Eventually, I got my driver's
license, much to the shock and
fear of my dad, I'm sure.
It was then I realized that
maybe I'd miss this man picking
me up after a movie. And in a
way, I think he would miss it
too. But he was happy to let me
grow up just the same.
Yep, turning 16 was one of the
best things that ever happened
to me.
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Sports
Humphrey, Collins chosen Athletes of Year
Hurdler
^Hk
Hustle
earns
claims
award
honor
By Tom Wiseman
Staff writer
Five-time
Ail-American
Jackie Humphrey can add
another feather to a very heavy
cap of accomplishments as she
has been selected The Eastern
Progress Female Athlete of the
Year.
Humphrey. 22, from Jacksonville, N.C., started off her track
career at Jacksonville Senior
High School where she rewrote
the record books in the
100-meter and 400-meter
hurdles.
Scholarship offers poured in
from such top schools as the
University of North Carolina.
North Carolina State University, Ohio State University, the
University of Nebraska and
some other nearby schools.
"I always wanted to attend
North Carolina State, but they
waited too long and kind of
messed around with me," Humphrey said. "I started to go to
North Carolina, but visited
Eastern and really liked it."
Humphrey's favorite event is
the 100-meter hurdles, which
she runs during the outdoor
season and is currently rated the
nation's fourth best hurdler by
Track and Field News.
She recorded a school record
time of 13.06 seconds in last
year's NCAA outdoor meet but
finished second to champion
Lavonna Martin of the University of Tennessee.
Assistant track coach Tim
Moore said Humphrey has
matured since her freshman
season when she was first
invited to the two NCAA championship meets.
"She now realizes that the
things she's done in the past
have paid off for her now,"
Moore said.
Humphrey's personality
hasn't changed in those four
years despite her endless successes, but her work ethics
aren't the same, according to
Moore.
"When she first came here,
she would just leave right after
practice and was nowhere to be
seen," Moore said. "But now she
realizes what she needs to get

Jackie Humphrey
done and sticks around after
practice to accomplish this."
Last summer, Humphrey experienced her greatest collegiate
misfortune at The Athletics
Congress Championships in
California where she was seeking a spot in the Pan American
Games and the World Games in
Rome.
She had the second-fastest
time in qualifying heats, but in
the final, she hit the third hurdle and finished seventh.
In July, she has a date in Indianapolis where she will be
competing in the Olympic trials,
hoping to earn a trip to the Summer Games in Seoul, South
Korea.

"I think I have a real good
shot at making this year's
Olympic team," she said. "I'm
more confident this year than
I've ever been."
With her recent performance
in the Dogwood and Kentucky
relays, Moore is optimistic
about her future in 1988.
"We're ahead of where we
wanted to be with Jackie at this
point in time," Moore said.
When the day does come for
Humphrey to hang up her running shoes and turn in her
uniform, she said she'll hurdle
life just as everyone else does.
"I'm going to get me a good
job, find me a husband and start
me a family."

Coaches determine winners
Progress staff report
Bobby Collins became the
first basketball player chosen as
The Eastern Progress Male
Athlete of the Year and Jackie
Humphrey brought the Female
Athlete of the Year laurels to
the track team for the third consecutive year.
Since 1982, the Progress has
sponsored these awards to
distinguished senior athletes at
the university.
All university head coaches
voted on the two awards along
with Don Combs, Martha
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Mullins and Karl Park. Golf
coach Lew Smither did not vote
his ballot.
Collins' 24 points was good
enough to edge football player
Aaron Jones' 19 points while
pitcher Rusty Clark finished
third with nine.
Jackie Humphrey ran clear of
the field with 31 points as she
collected eight of the 12 first
place votes cast. Basketball
player Carla Coffey finished second with 16'/i points while Deb
Winkler of the volleyball team
garnered six points.

By Kenneth Holloway
Staff writer
Hustle and desire are two adjectives many people use to
describe the character of this
year's Eastern Progress Male
Athlete of the Year, Bobby
Collins.
Collins, 22, called "B.C." or
"Cat" by his friends, is the first
basketball player ever to win
this award since its history
began in 1982.
"I am very much surprised
that I won this award. I didn't
have any idea that I would be
Male Athlete of the Year
because of the great athletes in
football like Aaron Jones and
Danny Copeland." Collins said.
Collins, a senior business
management major, said the
1987-88 basketball season was
his best as an offensive and
defensive player and rebounder.
"My freshman, sophomore
and junior years, I just played
mostly all defense," Collins added. "It wasn't until late in my
junior year that I realized I
could score, and I could do more
things to help the team."
Proof of Collins' hustle and allaround skills can be established
by looking at the final Ohio
Valley Conference and team
statistics.
He led the team and the conference with 71 steals and was
third on his team in scoring with
a 11.3 average.
Collins, who stands 6-foot-1,
making him one of the smallest
players to play forward in colThe Eastern Progress
Athletes of the Year
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

Past Winners
Kenny Glover
Deanne Madden
Steve Bird
Tina Wermuth
Tron Armstrong
Lori Duncan
Anthony Jones
Tina Cotttle
Clay Elswick
Rose Gilmore
Fred Harvey
Pam Raglm

lege basketball, led the Colonels
in rebounding with a 6.9 average
(tenth in the OVC).
He was also second on the
team in dunks with 16.
His season high in rebounding
was 14 against Morehead State
University, while he scored a
season high of 23 points against
Youngstown State University.
He also had a season high of
assists by dishing out 10
against
Murray
State
University.
But men's basketball coach
Max Good said just looking at
Collins' stats doesn't tell the
whole story about how important his contributions were.
"I think Bobby Collins wins a
lot of people over with his all out
hustle, desire, relentlessness and
unyielding qualities," Good
said. "His contributions far
transcends his statistics, and he
has so many intangibles."
"I have coached basketball for
17 years, and he is the most
remarkable athlete I have ever
been around," Good added.
Collins, who also runs track
for the university, said the main
elements that helped him win
this award were his versatility
and the desire to be the best
that he can be.
"I just try to do everything
that I can possibly do to make
myself better," Collins said.

Collins gave credit to Good for
a successful four-year career.
"He most definitely helped me
out a lot. He made me much
tougher than I was when I first
came here," Collins said. "My
athletic skills were far greater
than my basketball skills at the
time. He really helped me to
become a better basketball
player by working me hard."
Something that really "fires
up" the spirit of Collins is when
an opposing player calls him a
name like "squirt" or tries to get
physical with him by pushing
him around ■
"I look forward to the
challenge when they are trying
to get the best of me," Collins
said. "When they talk to me,
that just makes me play that
much harder."
While Collins is thinking
about getting out of school,
Good is thinking about what life
will be like without Collins on
his team next year.
«»
"With Bobby Collins leaving,
we are going to lose leadership,
exuberance and his never-giveup attitude," Good said. "We
may find some people who are
just as skilled as Bobby, but I
doubt that we will get anybody
who will play with as much
heart and desire that Bobby
i has. Bobby Collins epitomizes
the word 'heart.' "
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Hurdlers dominate Kentucky Relays

By Brent Risner
Sports editor
A quartet of ■ hurdlers
dominated their competition at
the Kentucky Relays in Lexington Friday and Saturday.
Karen Robinson, Robin White
and Michelle West brook took second, third and fourth places
respectively and established
personal bests in the 100-meter
hurdles.
But all three finished behind
Jackie Humphrey, who won the
event in a time of 13.23 seconds.
"That was the highlight of the
women's events," said assistant
track coach Tim Moore of the

race.
Moore said. "We would have just off the school record of 47.4
Robinson's time of 13.79 done a lot better if she had been set in 1982 by Stan Curry.
seconds almost met the stan- in there."
Moore said Curry's mark will
dard of 13.60 needed to qualify
The university took fourth be broken if Carter remains
for the NCAA outdoor meet in place in the first heat of that healthy.
Eugene, Ore., in June.
particular event in a time of
Hart also ran third in the
"We've got a lot of meets to 3:48.69 minutes.
go," Moore said. "She's going to
On the men's side, Rod Smith, 200-meter dash in 22.21 seconds
try and do it at the Penn Relays Mike Carter, Ed Lartey and after finishing second in the
and go ahead and get it out of Larry Hart finished more than trials.
The next stop for some of
the way."
a full second ahead of the
The women's track team also University of Kentucky to win these university runners will
come in Philadelphia at the
finished third in the 400-meter the 1,600-meter relay Friday.
relay in a time of 46.85 seconds
4
Their time of 3:13.2 minutes Penn Relays.
as senior Charmaine Byer ran highlighted
the
men's
"There will be 50,000 people
the race injured.
performances.
there, and they all know track,"
"She couldn't run the fourCarter also won the 400-meter Moore said "The top athletes in
by-400 because of the injury," run in a time of 47.53 seconds, the nation will be there."

Colonels
waiting
for OVC
tourney
By Brent Risner
Sports editor
The university baseball team
failed in its bid to go undefeated
in the Northern Division of the
Ohio Valley Conference when
Youngstown State University
beat the Colonels Monday in
Youngstown, Ohio.

A look ahead to....
Colonels' baseball at
Turkey Hughes Field Tuesday vs. East Tennessee and
Wednesday vs. Cincinnati.
Both games begin at 3 p.m.
A two-run home run off
pitcher Doug Simpson in the
11th inning of the first game of
a doubleheader propelled the
Penguins to a 6-3 victory.
Randy White won his sixth
consecutive decision and struck
out eight as the university rebounded to take the second

Progress photo/Brent Eisner

Coach Jim Ward waves in Frank Kremblas in the second inning at UK.
game 4-1.
The Colonels were originally
scheduled to play a twinbill
Saturday and a single game on
Sunday with Youngstown, but
all three games were rained out.
Still, they finished the conference regular season with a 9-1
mark and will be one of the top

seeds in the OVC tournament in
May.
"I don't see any special
significance
in
going
undefeated," said university
baseball coach Jim Ward. "We
clinched it. and it's over with."
No one will know who or
where the Colonels will play un-

Banquets*recognize athletes
Progress staff report
The university football and
basketball teams were honored
at a banquet in the Keen
Johnson Building April 20.
The tailback duo of James
Crawford and Elroy Harris were
named co-Most Valuable
Players while Aaron Jones was
chosen the team's defensive
MVP.
John Jackson, Gary Greve
and David Miller tied for Best
Offensive Lineman honors,
Anthony Harper was named
Best Defensive Back and

Eugene Banks was honored as in the Keen Johnson ballroom.
The Sportswomen of the Year
the Best Defensive Linemen.
In basketball. Jeff McGill were Carla Coffey (basketball).
took MVP honors as Bobby Col- Lisa Malloy (cross country),
lins and Darrin O 'Bryant tied Kelly Finley (field hockey).
for the defensive award. Collins Jackie Humphrey (track and
was also acknowledge as the top field), Pam Wise (tennis) and
Deb Winkler (volleyball).
rebounder.
Presidential Scholar awardSpecial-teams star Danny
Copeland and reserve guard winners included Coffey, Kristy
Jerry Goodin were given Cromer, Allison Kotouch,
academic achievement awards. Malloy, Mary Mobley, Amy
Six outstanding women Wimpsett, Nancy Borkowski,
athletes were honored by their 'Mary Granger, Winkler, Finley,
respective teams at the women's Chen Hoff, Heather Shockey,
athletic banquet Monday night Wise and Amy White.
Keeping your look up to date
and fashionable it almost a* important to reaching your goals
at choosing the right school. At
HAIRMASTERS we offer you the
latest in Hair Fashion and Personal Care and Personal Consultation to assure that your
new look matches your new

Have
Ya
Heard .

til a three-game series between
Southern Division foes Tennessee Technological University
and Middle Tennessee State
University is settled this
weekend.
MTSU, the defending OVC
champs, must win two of the
three games to clinch that division and host the tournament.
The best team the Colonels
have played in recent weeks was
the University of Kentucky,
who beat them 10-4 in Lexington April 20.
"It doesn't matter who you're
playing if you execute," Ward
said. "We want to identify the
things we need to work on and
work on them, and I think well
be prepared for the tournament."
Friday, the Colonels defeated
Mount Vernon Nazarene College
in Mount Vernon, Ohio, 10-6,
but lost to the University of
Louisville Cardinals Tuesday
11-6. The team now owns a
29-18 record.

Lady netters win
two singles titles
By Brent Risner
Sports editor
Freshman Nicole Wagstaff
and junior Pam Wise each
claimed singles titles as the
university women's tennis
team took second place in the
Ohio Valley Conference tournament played at Murray
State University Friday and
Saturday.
Austin Peay State University won all three doubles
titles and two singles titles
and finished with 60 points.
The university scored 54 edging out Murray, which had
51.
"We were kind of disappointed," Wise said. "Austin
Peay got three new girls a
couple of weeks ago, and they
were a lot tougher than we expected."
Wagstaff, seeded No. 4,
defeated Austin Peay's Sally
Field, who retired because of
an injury after winning the
second set 6-3.
Wise won 7-6, 4-6, 7-5 over
Morehead State University's
Kate McCay, who Wise had
already beaten during the indoor season.
In that match, Wise trailed
4-0 in the third set before
rallying to pull it out.
"I thought I had lost the
match," she said.
Joanne Dilanni, the No. 1

seed in No. 2 singles play, lost
to Murray's Bobbi Koehn 6-3,
6-4 in the championship
match.
Freshman Samantha Roll
also finished runner-up to
Austin Peay's Paula Barg in
No. 6 singles action.
Wise and Dee Cannon took
second place at No. 1 doubles
as did Wagstaff and Dilanni
in No. 2 doubles.
The women's team finished
the season 20-7, representing
the most wins in the history
of the sport at the university.
Sunday and Monday, the
OVC men's tennis teams
went head to head with Murtay winning for the ninth
straight time.
Five of the six university
players finished fifth in
singles competition as the
team came in fifth overall.
Their best showings came
at No. 5 singles where Kevin
Lindley took third place and
at No. 1 and No. 3 doubles.
The No. 1 team of Jim Laitta and Scott Patrick were
third as was the No. 3 pair of
Todd Carlisle and Lindley.
"Our guy8 gave a nice effort and did about as good as
they could do," said men's
tennis coach Tom Higgins.
"I'm
not particularly
satisfied with the finish, but
I'm satisfied with the effort."

Golfers taking week off
Progress staff report
The university golf team placed 16th in a field of 18
participants in the Firestone
Invitational at the Firestone
Country Club in Akron, Ohio,
this week
The Colonels finished with a
team score of 639. Saturday's
second round in the 54-hole tournament was canceled due to
rain.
Fred Mattingry led the university with a total of 157 strokes

followed by Matt Wood's 161
and Steve Smitha's 162.
Wood said university golf
coach Lew Smither has decided
to withdraw the team from this
week's tourney at Kent State
University because of upcoming
final exams.
They will also have a few days
off to prepare for the Ohio
Valley Conference tournament
at the Stonehenge Fairfield
Country Club in Crossville,
Term., May 6-8.

Good signs Blakeney
Progress staff report
University men's basketball
coach Max Good has announced the signing of Larry
Blakeney. a 6-4 forward from
Charlotte, N.C., to a national
letter-of-intent to play basketball here.
Blakeney
attends
Independence High School, the
same institution that produced
senior Jeff McGill, and a\ -rag-

ed 18.5 points and 8.4 rebounds
per game.
"What Larry gives us is outside shooting. He is an excellent
three-point shooter, although he
didn't get to shoot them in high
school where he was an inside
player," Good said.
Blakeney is best suited at the
shooting guard or swingman
position and will most likely be
the final signee for the Colonels,
according to Good.
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Writer sadly departs,
sees athletic needs

Great SCOtt!

Progress photo/Mike Morris

Junior tailback Vince Scott, left, looked for a receiver downfield m Saturday night's Maroon-White
intrasquad football game at Hanger Field. The Maroon squad led by the passing of redshirt freshman
quarterback Jeff Gillum and the kicking of Brad Josselyn beat the White team 10-7 in a game
that was stopped midway through the third quarter because of an electrical storm. The Colonels
play their first game of the 1988 season Sept. 10 against Delaware State at Hanger Field.

Someone like Shakespeare or
Pete Rose once said, "Parting is
such sweet sorrow."
Sadly enough, the era of the
"Bleacher Preacher" must come
to an end with this issue to
make room for another sports
editor next fall.
It's been a year of great performances by teams and
individuals and one of sadness
and controversy.
I witnessed every university
athletic team in competition at
least once during the semester,
and I can assure you no match
or game was lost due to lack of
effort.
The biggest story of the year
was the women's basketball investigation that is now in the
auspices of the NCAA.
You can expect to hear more
information about the alleged
violations next fall once the
NCAA has completed its
review.
You can also expect the Lady
Colonels to have their first winning season in four years and
make it into the Ohio Valley
Conference tournament under
new head coach Larry Inman

NCAA planning off-season drug testing
He said he has decided to
By Sheryl Edelen
Staff writer
await the outcome ;in several
suits
The NCAA has recently invasion-of-privacy
begun contacting all affiliated pending against the NCAA inmember schools concerning the volving mandatory drug-testing
initiation of an off-season drug before he accepts the offer.
The most serious challenge
testing program in football.
Under the guidelines of the has come from two Stanford
program adopted at the NCAA University students who sued
Convention in Nashville, Tenn., the NCAA for invasion of
in January, no more than 24 privacy.
student-athletes can be tested
During the past three years,
from one institution.
the university has had its own
All expenses including testing drug testing program.
crews, transportation, supplies
In the university's program,
and laboratory analyses will be testing of urine samples is only
paid by the NCAA at an done for street drugs and only
estimated cost of $150,000.
administered during the season
University Athletic Director and before playoff competition.
By doing this, the university
Donald Combs said he has been
questioned by the NCAA about can determine if any athletes are
such a program but has express- not
drug-free prior
to
ed some reservations about the postseason play when the
university participating in it.
NCAA has randomly conducted

drug screening of teams.
In December 1986, two Colonel football players tested
positive for anabolic steroid use
in an NCAA-conducted test
following a Division I-AA
playoff game and were declared
ineligible.
"Kids interested in the pros
feel like they need to be so much
bigger," said university football
coach Roy Kidd of the program
which would include testing for
steroid use.
"Twenty-five years ago, I'd
never ever heard of drug
testing," he added. "Back then,
our main problem was alcohol."
The university's program involves three stages.
If an athlete tests positive, he
will be placed in counseling to
end the abuse, but the team
trainer and his coach will not be

NOW-GET ANY LARGE 16"
ONE ITEM PIZZA FOR
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ITEM PIZZA FOR ONLY

notified.
If the athlete tests positive a
second time, his coach and
parents will be told, and he will
be taken to a halfway house
facility
for
further
rehabilitation.
If the athlete is tested positive
for a third time, he is expelled
from the team.
"We've never had to go that
far with any athlete in the
past," Combs said.
All student-athletes at NCAA
member schools must sign an
eligibility form before competing each year.
A portion of the form deals
with consent to drug tests, and
if a student-athlete refuses to
give the NCAA permission to do
so, he becomes ineligible, according to Combs.

Bleacher
preacher

Brent Risner

Both the men's basketball
Colonels and the football team
will be undergoing some
rebuilding, but they, too, will
win more frequently than they
lose.
And if you thought the
university baseball team was
good in 1988. just wait until
next spring.
While I have reported on so
many success stories since
August, I must inform you of
some very noticeable problems
in university athletics.
*• Attendance stinks. Obviously we're not doing enough
to promote our athletic programs on and off campus. While
it may appear the Richmond
Chamber of Commerce is a big
booster, it isn't doing enough to
satisfy me.
•'Max Good deserves a
coaches' show televised on a
Lexington station. If Morehead
State University basketball
coach Tommy Gaither can have
one on WTVQ-Channel 36. why
can't we?
s The baseball team doesn't
need to be its own grounds crew
at Turkey Hughes Field any
longer. Enough said.
** A new fieldhouse with an
indoor track should be built

whenever the money becomes
available. Perhaps Gov.
Wallace
Wilkinson
will
remember this need when he
picks up his honorary degree at
our May commencement.
Now, I would like to applaud
decisions made this year by our
coaches and administrators.
.' Getting lights for Hanger
Field. But did they come at the
expense of the swim team?
^ Coach Roy Kidd's decision
to insert Lorenzo Fields as the
Colonels' quarterback during
the Marshall game in
September.
v Athletic Director Don
Combs' accepting the resignation of women's basketball
coach George Cox in March.
** The selection of Inman as
the new women's coach and
assistant coach Angelo Botta's
decision to remain on Inman's
staff.
And I can't go until I've
handed out
two special
awards.
The Hug of the Year goes to
Lexington
Herald-Leader
sportswriter Gene McLean for
the clutch he put on Kidd
following the big Homecoming
game win.
The Quote of the Year goes to
Tom Higgins, the men's tennis
coach who said, ' Tennis is not
a ghetto sport."
Well, I've taken my parting
shots, and I hope, I 11 see some
of my readers this summer.
If you happen to be passing
by a golf course and see
someone driving a golf cart with
no regard for human or plant
life, it's probably me.
Thanks for the memories.

Barton still at university
Progress staff report
University Athletic Director
Donald Combs said athletic
trainer Bobby Barton has not
quit his job at the university,
but "unsolicited applications"
have been received.
Barton, who has been on sabbatical since January, is one of

three finalists to fill the director
of athletic training vacancy at
the University of Alabama.
Since someone on sabbatical
must return to work for one
year. Combs said Barton would
be expected to pay back half a
year's salary if he tojjja- the
Alabama position.
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